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> Introduction 

 

> The purpose of this report 

 
1. I was appointed by the IOPC to carry out an independent investigation into an 

incident in which Mr Rashan Charles died after being restrained by a police 
officer in a shop on Kingsland Road in Hackney, east London in the early hours of 
Saturday 22 July 2017. This came to the attention of the IOPC on 22 July 2017 
as a Death or Serious Injury (DSI) referral, but changed to a conduct investigation 
after initial analysis on 16 August 2017. On the 7 November 2017, a criminal 
investigation commenced into the incident. 

 
2. This is my report for the Director General (DG) delegate, who I will refer to as the 

decision maker for the remainder of this report. I will aim to:  

 provide an accurate summary of the evidence and attach or refer to any 
relevant documents 

 provide the decision maker with sufficient information based on which they 
will be able to determine whether any person serving with the police has a 
case to answer for misconduct or gross misconduct, or no case to answer, 
or whether any such person’s performance was unsatisfactory 

 provide the decision maker with sufficient information based on which they 
will be able to determine whether disciplinary proceedings should be 
brought against any person to whose conduct the investigation related, 
and the form of any such proceedings 

 provide the decision maker with sufficient information about whether they 
should refer any matter to the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) 

 provide the decision maker with sufficient information based on which they 
will be able to decide whether to make a recommendation to any 
organisation about any lessons which may need to be learned   

 
3. For the purposes of reaching determinations following receipt of this report, the 

powers and obligations of the Director General have been delegated to the 
decision maker, IOPC Director for London, Jonathan Green. 

 
4. On receipt of the report, the decision maker will form an opinion2 about whether 

any person serving with the police has a case to answer for misconduct or gross 
misconduct (or no case to answer), whether their performance was 
unsatisfactory, and any other matters dealt with in the report. 

                                                 
The legislation that sets out what information needs to be included in an investigation report has 
changed. There is no longer a requirement for the investigator to give their opinion on whether any 
subject of the investigation has a case to answer for misconduct or gross misconduct or no case to 
answer within the report. Instead, the delegated decision maker will give their opinion on a separate 
opinion document.  
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5. The IOPC will then send a copy of this report and the decision maker’s opinion to 

the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). The MPS must advise the decision maker 
what action, if any, it will take in response to it. If the decision maker does not 
agree with the MPS, he may make recommendations and ultimately directions for 
any further actions or determinations. The decision maker will also decide 
whether to make a referral to the CPS. 

 
6. Where article 2 or 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) is 

engaged, this investigation is also intended to assist in fulfilling the state’s 
investigative obligation by ensuring as far as possible that the investigation is 
independent, effective, open and prompt, and that the full facts are brought to 
light and any lessons are learned. 

 

> Anonymity issues 

 
7. On 17 November 2017 Mary Hassell, HM Senior Coroner for Inner North London 

made an anonymity order relating to four individuals (two police officers and two 
members of the public) involved in the incident that forms the basis of this report. 
The order directs that the officers are referred to as ‘Officer BX47’ (BX47) and 
‘Officer BX48’ (BX48) and the members of the public are referred to as ‘Witness 
1’ and Witness 2’. The order rules that no details may be published which would 
identify or lead to the identification of these individuals.3 

 
8. Individuals subject to the coroner’s anonymity order will be referred to in this 

report according to her direction. Any evidence quoted directly which is affected 
by the order will be redacted and will be marked as such. 

 

> The investigation 

 

> Terms of reference 

 
9. Former IPCC Commissioner Cindy Butts approved the terms of reference for this 

investigation on 2 August 2017. This document was amended after consultation 
with the family of Mr Charles and again approved by Ms Butts on 13 September 
2017. The terms of reference can be seen in full in appendix 3, however, in brief 
they are:  

 
10. To investigate: 

a) The circumstances surrounding the decision to initially stop the vehicle and the 
subsequent following of Mr Charles on his exit from that vehicle. 

b) The interaction between the police officer and others with Mr Charles prior to the 
arrival of the police medic. 

                                                 
3 The names of Witnesses 3 and 4 have also been redacted for publication of this report. 
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c) The circumstances surrounding care afforded to Mr Charles prior to the arrival 
of paramedics. 

d) Whether officers complied with all relevant policies and procedures. 

e) Whether the actions of the officers were motivated by the ethnicity of Mr 
Charles. 

 
11. To seek to answer questions that the family of Mr Charles may have in relation to 

his death. 

 

> Subjects of the investigation  

 
12. There was an indication that the police officers listed below may have:  

(a) committed a criminal offence, or 

(b) behaved in a manner which would justify the bringing of disciplinary 
  proceedings 

 
13. Where there is such an indication for any police officer, police staff member or 

relevant contractor, they are categorised as a subject of the investigation. All 
subjects are served with a notice of investigation, informing them of the 
allegations against them.  

 
14. They are also informed of the severity of the allegations. In other words, whether, 

if proven, the allegations would amount to misconduct or gross misconduct, and 
the form that any disciplinary proceedings would take. 

 
15. The following person/people have been categorised as subjects of this 

investigation: 

 
Name Role Severity Date notified Interviewed 

BX47 Police officer Gross 
misconduct 

12 September 
2017 

4 December 
2017 

 

 
16. BX47 was served with a notice of investigation outlining the following allegations:  

 That BX47 had not provided information of the legal powers he used for 
his initial detention of Mr Charles and that therefore his use of force 
against him had been unlawful. 

 That the rationale given by BX47 in a witness statement for taking Mr 
Charles to the ground, restraining him and handcuffing him (i.e. to prevent 
him from putting something in his mouth), was called into question by 
body-worn video recorded at the time of the restraint. 

 That BX47 continued to restrain Mr Charles after the officer was aware 
that he was suffering from a medical emergency. 

 That there was an indication that he had failed to follow College of 
Policing’s Authorised Professional Practice (see below) by failing to call an 
ambulance immediately and failing to inform colleagues that he was 
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dealing with a medical emergency, and that BX47 continued to restrain Mr 
Charles after he believed that he had something in his mouth or that he 
had swallowed drugs. 

 

> Policies, procedures and legislation considered 

 
17. During the investigation, I have examined relevant national and local policies and 

legislation, as set out below. This will enable the decision maker and the 
appropriate authority to consider whether the officers, staff and relevant 
contractors named in this report complied with the applicable guidance and 
legislation, and whether the existing policies were sufficient in the circumstances.   

 

> Use of force 

 

> Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE) 

 
18. Section 117 of PACE confers the right on a constable to use reasonable force 

when executing the powers found in the Act. 

 

> Criminal Law Act 1967 

 
19. Section 3 of this act states that “A person may use such force as is reasonable in 

the circumstances in the prevention of crime, or in the effecting or assisting in the 
lawful arrest of offenders or suspected offenders, or of persons unlawfully at 
large”. 

 

> ‘Use of force’ as a ‘standard of behaviour’ in the police complaints 

system 

 
20. The Police (Conduct) Regulations 2012 lists the standards of behaviour in 

Schedule 2 

 
21. The fourth standard of behaviour is ‘Use of Force’: “Police officers only use force 

to the extent that it is necessary, proportionate and reasonable in all the 
circumstances.” The wording of this standard of behaviour is drawn from a 
number of legal sources concerning use of force by police officers. The fact 
of multiple legal sources is alluded to in the related paragraph 1.35 of the 
Home Office Guidance2 concerning this standard of behaviour, which states:  

“1.35 As far as it is reasonable in the circumstances police officers act in 

accordance with their training in the use of force to decide what force may be 

necessary, proportionate and reasonable. Section 3 of the Criminal Law Act 
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1967, section 117 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, section 76 of the 

Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008, and common law make it clear that 

force may only be used when it is reasonable in the circumstances.” 

 

> Criminal investigations/proceedings  

 22. The legal test in criminal law for use of force in self-defence, preventing crime 
and effecting an arrest, has been codified in section 76 of the Criminal Justice 
and Immigration Act 2008. Section 76(3) states: 

“(3) The question whether the degree of force used by D was reasonable in the 

circumstances is to be decided by reference to the circumstances as D believed 

them to be…..” 

And subsection (7) states: 

“(7) In deciding the question mentioned in subsection (3) the following 

considerations are to be taken into account (so far as relevant in the 

circumstances of the case)- 

(a) that a person acting for a legitimate purpose may not be able to weigh to a 

nicety the exact measure of any necessary action; and 

(b) that evidence of a person’s having only done what the person honestly and 

instinctively thought was necessary for a legitimate purpose constitutes strong 

evidence that only reasonable action was taken by that person for that purpose.” 

 23. In summary, this means that the necessity to take action in response to an attack 
or imminent attack must be judged on the assumption that the facts were as the 
defendant honestly believed them to be, whether or not he was mistaken and, if 
he made a mistake of fact, whether or not it was reasonable for him to have done 
so. The only question therefore is the genuineness of the belief. 

 24. In relation to whether the belief was genuine, subsection (4) states: 

“(4) If D claims to have held a particular belief as regards the existence of any 
circumstances- 
(a) the reasonableness or otherwise of that belief is relevant to the question 
whether 
D genuinely held it; but 
(b) if it is determined that D did genuinely hold it, D is entitled to rely on it for 
the 
purposes of subsection (3), whether or not- 
(i) it was mistaken; or  

(ii) (if it was mistaken) the mistake was a reasonable one to have made.” 

 

> Civil investigations/proceedings 

 25. Section 76 Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008, applies only to criminal 
charges. In civil law, the necessity to take action in response to an attack or 
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imminent attack must be judged on the facts as the defendant honestly believed 
them to be, whether or not he was mistaken; however, if he made a mistake of 
fact, he can rely on that fact only if the mistake was a reasonable mistake for him 
to have made (see R (on the application of Erenbilge) v IPCC [2013] EWCH 1397 
(Admin). 

 

> National Police Chief’s Council (NPCC) personal safety manual 

(PSM) 

 
26. The purpose of the manual is to support and inform operational decision-making 

and training. It provides practical guidance for police officers and designated 
police staff on the use of force. 

 
27. The manual sets out the legal framework regarding the use of force (as outlined 

above). In addition to general guidance, a directory of approved techniques is 
included. All of these techniques have been subjected to medical and legal 
review. 

D130 

> Module 7: unarmed skills – takedowns 

 
28. This module of the manual describes the principle of takedowns as assisting 

police officers in limiting a person’s resistance by taking them to the ground in a 
safe manner whilst also restricting the person’s movements. 

 
29. The manual lists and describes a rear takedown with alternative hand position 

and layover control. Instructions for carrying out this technique include: “The 
officer places one hand over the subject’s shoulder… Simultaneously the officer 
pushes the other hand under the opposite arm pit of the subject, encircling and 
cupping the shoulder joint… The officer pulls the subject sharply backwards and 
downwards… [and] steps to the side of the encircled arm pit pivoting on the foot 
and stepping away with the rear foot… The officer lowers and supports the 
subject to the floor.” 

D256 

> Module 7: unarmed skills – pressure points 

 
30. This section of the manual states that “the aim of a pressure point control 

technique is to temporarily immobilize a subject, produce involuntary movements 
of the subject or, at the very least, distract them.” 

 
31. This module describes the mandibular angle pressure point “…located behind the 

base of the earlobe at the small hollow between the mastoid (boney prominence 
that can be felt just behind the ear) and the mandible (jawline).”  

 
32. Advice is given on manipulation of the mandibular angle: “Pressure should be 

directed inwards and forwards towards the subject’s nose, at a 45º angle.” It goes 
on to advise officers to “use verbal commands to achieve compliance prior to the 
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application of the technique”, and to “release pressure on compliance or apply 
pressure for no longer than 3 seconds”. 

D131 

> Module 8: handcuffing 

 
33. Module 8 of the manual covers all relevant aspects of handcuffing, providing 

information on current handcuffing guidelines, techniques and best practice. 

 
34. The manual notes that “any intentional application of force to the person of 

another is an assault. The use of handcuffs amounts to such an assault and is 
unlawful unless it can be justified.” 

 
35. It is also noted that “officers are reminded of the dangers of leaving restricted 

subjects in the prone position for extended periods, i.e. Positional Asphyxia”. 

D133 

> Module 4: medical implications 

 
36. This module of the manual describes the C Clamp technique in which “pressure 

may be applied with the thumb behind the ear [into the mandibular angle] and 
with the fingertips across the bridge of the nose”.  

 
37. Module 4 mirrors module 8 in highlighting the dangers of positional asphyxia, 

particularly with a prone subject. It also states that officers should pay close 
attention to the person and that, if an active ‘prisoner’ becomes passive or quiet, 
they should be considered a medical emergency in light of any positional 
asphyxia risks. 

D132 

> Module 12: searching – searching the mouth (by force) 

 
38. Providing advice on mouth searches, this module states, “Techniques applied to 

a person’s mouth, nose or throat could impinge on their respiratory system and 
may pose significant medical implications”, but goes on “There will be occasions 
where officers have to act swiftly in order to preserve life and/or evidence and this 
may include searching a person’s mouth.” 

 
39. The manual instructs officers that “every effort should be made to encourage the 

subject to empty their mouth voluntarily without the need for force. Should this 
request be unsuccessful an officer may feel it appropriate and necessary to use 
force to conduct such a search.” 

 
40. Advice is given that “once the person is adequately restrained, pressure point 

control techniques may be used in conjunction with clear verbal commands and 
other tactical options to encourage the person to empty their mouth.” 
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41. The manual notes that “if a person has, or is believed to have had, something in 

their mouth likely to be harmful and it has not been expelled, an ambulance 
should be called immediately.” 

 

> Martin Graves – expert in personal safety training 

D398 
42. The IOPC approached the NPCC for a recommendation in relation to an expert in 

the field of use of force. Having served as a police officer with specialisms in 
personal safety and officer safety training, from April 2000, Martin Graves 
operated at a national level reviewing and updating the PSM. Since leaving the 
Police Service Mr Graves has acted as an expert witness in restraint and the use 
of force, acting in numerous cases. 

D398 
43. In his report Mr Graves noted that police officers “…are taught that they have a 

duty of care to members of the public, themselves and their colleagues and that 
their actions must be proportionate, reasonable and necessary in the 
circumstances and that they may be required to account for what they have done 
or not done. Any actions must first comply with the law then policies and 
procedures and their training.” 

D398 
44. In his report Mr Graves wrote that MPS officers receive Officer Safety Training 

(OST) on an annual basis. This training includes the application of the National 
Decision Model (NDM).  

D398 
45. The NDM consists of the following elements which police officers must apply to 

all situations. These elements are: 

 gather information and intelligence 

 assess threat and risk and develop a working strategy 

 consideration of powers and policies 

 identify options and contingencies 

 take action and review what happened 

These elements are underpinned by the police Code of Ethics. 

 
46. The conclusions reached by Mr Graves are ‘opinion’ evidence and summaries of 

his evidence have been included in this report. While his report and conclusions 
may assist in determining the application of policy, procedures and training by 
police officers in their dealings with Mr Charles, any opinions as to 
reasonableness, appropriateness and any perceived consequential delay 
incurred would be matters for a tribunal to consider/determine and attach such 
weight to the expert opinion as is considered appropriate. 

D45 

> Officer safety training  
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47. It should be noted that MPS training on searching the mouth has changed since 

the incident in which Mr Charles died (see below). References below are to 
training in place at the time of the incident. 

 
48. MPS training stresses that officers have a duty of care to a detained person and 

that this duty usually lasts until the person is passed into the care of ambulance 
staff. 

 
49. The training advises that First Aid and medical care are essential if a person’s 

mouth or throat is obstructed. 

 
50. Officers are taught that tactical communication, including informing the person of 

the grounds for the search and the officer’s entitlement to use reasonable force in 
order to search the mouth should be given (so far as is reasonably practicable) 
before any force is used.  

 
51. The training mirrors the PSM in stating that pressure points may be used but that 

continuous pressure should cease after three seconds. 

 
52. MPS officers are reminded of the dangers of positional asphyxia and told that, if a 

detained person is restrained in a prone position, they should be placed on their 
side and monitored. 

 

> Ian Read – MPS officer safety trainer 

S49 
53. Mr Read was asked to produce a statement for the IOPC in relation to this 

investigation. He is a former police officer and current civilian staff member in the 
MPS Officer Safety Unit. He is responsible for training instructors, police officers 
and police staff. Due to his position and experience he is able to comment on 
MPS policy relating to self-defence, restraint techniques and the use of 
handcuffs. 

S49 
54. Mr Read’s statement noted that, “Since the start of OST, police officers have 

been instructed in ‘use of force’ legislation and the importance of writing 
evidential notes to account for their actions. Before using force, officers have 
been taught that they should use verbal commands to try and defuse the 
situation. However, this must depend on the circumstances at the time and may 
not always be possible. As with all use of force, the National Decision Model 
(NDM) should assist the officer to select the most appropriate tactical response 
and should be central to the officer’s decision making.” 

S49 
55. Mr Read pointed out that, since 3 October 2017, the MPS has temporarily 

suspended the tactic of Mouth Searching by Force as the Faculty of Forensic and 
Legal Medicine (see below) and the Independent Medical Science Panel have 
voiced concerns about the tactic. 

 
56. The conclusions reached by Mr Read are ‘opinion’ evidence and summaries of 

his evidence have been included in this report. While his report and conclusions 
may assist in determining the application of policy, procedures and training by 
police officers in their dealings with Mr Charles, opinions as to reasonableness, 
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appropriateness and any perceived consequential delay incurred would be 
matters for a tribunal to consider/determine, attaching such weight to Mr Read’s 
evidence as is considered appropriate. 

 

> Stop and search 

 

> Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE) 

 
57. Section 1(2)(a) of PACE provides police officers with the power to stop and 

search any person, vehicle, or anything which is in or on a vehicle, for stolen or 
prohibited articles, points and blades, or fireworks. Prohibited articles include 
offensive weapons and articles with which a person is going equipped to steal or 
cause criminal damage. Section 1(2)(b) gives the accompanying power to detain 
individuals and vehicles for the purpose of conducting a search. 

 
58. Section 1(3) specifies that the power only applies where the officer has 

reasonable grounds to suspect that the relevant article will be found. 

 

> Road Traffic Act 1988 (RTA) 

 
59. Section 163 of the Act provides uniformed police officers with the power to stop 

any vehicle on the road. The Act does not require that officers have a specific 
reason to perform a vehicle stop, nor does it require police to give an explanation 
to the person being stopped. 

D445 

> College of Policing (CoP) authorised professional practice (APP) 

stop and search 

 
60. The purpose of this APP is to support and inform operational decision-making 

and training. It provides practical guidance for police officers regarding stop and 
search. 

 
61. In addition to outlining the legal aspects of stop and search powers as detailed in 

the legislation above, the APP outlines the "reasonable grounds" for suspicion 
required for a search under Section 1 of PACE; 

 “the officer must genuinely suspect that they will find the item searched 
for and 

 it must be objectively reasonable for them to suspect this, given the 
information available to them. 

This is an objective test in that it expects that a reasonable person given the 
same information would also suspect that the individual is carrying the item.” 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1984/60/section/1
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> Detainee care 

D213 

> CoP APP detention and custody 

 
62. This APP offers guidance on operational decision-making and training. It provides 

practical guidance for police officers regarding detention and custody. 

 
63. The APP guidance states that, when an officer makes an arrest, they are 

personally responsible for the risk assessment and welfare of the detained 
person. 

 
64. The document advises that “If officers know or suspect that a detainee has 

swallowed or packed drugs… they must treat the person as being in need of 
urgent medical attention and transfer them straight to hospital”. 

 
65. The APP goes on to state that the officer responsible for the care of the individual 

should consider taking them to hospital immediately if they exhibit symptoms 
such as: 

“…unconsciousness or lack of full consciousness (eg, problems keeping their 
eyes open)” or “…abnormal breathing”. 

D424 

> The college of emergency medicine – Faculty of forensic and legal 

medicine (FFLM): Management of choking in police care and 

custody recommendations for police personnel 

 
66. The FFLM has issued recommendations, endorsed by the College of Emergency 

Medicine on the Management of Choking in Police Care and Custody. This gives 
guidance on what police personnel should do if someone appears to be choking. 

 
67. The FFLM states that “It is not ever appropriate to attempt to prevent the 

swallowing of an object by the use of pressure or force to the neck or facial area.” 

 
68. The document also recommends that “In some cases of witnessed swallowing it 

may not be possible to distinguish between an individual struggling to remove an 
object from their own mouth on which they are choking, and an individual who is 
struggling to escape police or resist arrest. The only safe assumption which can 
be made is that the individual is trying to remove an object on which he/she is 
choking. For this reason, if at all possible, the individual should not be handcuffed 
or otherwise restrained, in order that he/she can try to retrieve the object on 
his/her own in an unrestricted fashion.” 

The following actions are recommended in cases of choking: “Give up to five 
sharp blows between the shoulder blades with the heel of your other hand. If five 
back blows fail to relieve the airwave obstruction give up to five abdominal 
thrusts… If the victim becomes unconscious: Support the victim carefully to the 
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ground… Immediately call an ambulance… Begin Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation 
(CPR).” 

 
The IOPC brought the possible discrepancy in guidance to police officers in 
cases of choking to the attention of the NPCC on 27 August 2017. 

 
69. It appears that the FFLM guidance may have been uploaded to the ‘custody’ 

section of the CoP APP on detention and custody, this being considered more 
relevant for those dealing with incidents in custody suites at the time of the 
incident under investigation. However, the CoP was unable to confirm when the 
document was actually uploaded.The CoP was able to confirm to the IOPC that, 
as of August 2017, it was awaiting advice from Dr Jason Payne-James (former 
president of the FFLM) as to whether the College’s guidance should be updated. 

 
70. The document did not form part of MPS training prior to 22 July 2017. 

D55 

> MPS emergency life support (ELS) training 

 
71. ELS teaches MPS officers that choking victims should be encouraged to cough (if 

they have a partial or mild obstruction) and, if they are unable to cough, should be 
given “…up to five back blows between the shoulder blades… If these are 
unsuccessful, deliver up to 5 abdominal thrusts… If abdominal thrusts are 
unsuccessful, repeat up to 5 back blows and up to 5 abdominal thrusts until the 
object is clear.” 

 
72. It is advised that an ambulance is called at least by the end of the third cycle of 

this treatment. The training also adds that “Any casualty who has received 
abdominal thrusts, or is not recovering well, must be advised to seek medical 
attention.” 

 
73. ELS advises that “If a choking casualty collapses, due to the treatment given, we 

are already aware that they are unresponsive and not breathing (we don’t need to 
make the Primary Survey checks in this case only – time is of the essence).  
Check the mouth then start CPR using the technique appropriate to the age of 
the casualty…”. 

 

> Discrimination 

 

> Equality Act 2010 

 
74. The Act designates nine protected characteristics: 

 age 

 disability 

 gender reassignment 
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 marriage and civil partnership 

 pregnancy and maternity 

 race 

 religion or belief 

 sex 

 sexual orientation 

 
75. Section 149 imposes a duty on public authorities (including police) to ensure that, 

in the course of exercising their functions, they must have due regard to the need 
to eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation. This means 
that police are not permitted to solely use protected characteristics as the basis 
for any decision (such as whether to stop a vehicle under section 163 of the 
RTA). 

D445 

> College of Policing (CoP) authorised professional practice (APP) 

stop and search 

 
76. The guidance stipulates that “a person’s physical appearance, the fact that they 

are known to have a previous conviction, and assumptions about the likelihood of 
certain groups of people being involved in criminal activity cannot be used as the 
reason for stopping and searching them or any vehicle they are in, unless there is 
information or intelligence giving a specific description of a person suspected of 
carrying an item for which there is a power to search.” 

 
77. The document advises that there is no power of search associated with Section 

163 of the RTA. It also points out the following in relation to the Equality Act 2010 
and stopping a vehicle under Section 163: 

78. “In the exercise of their functions, the officer must have due regard to the need to 
eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation. They are 
therefore not permitted to stop a vehicle solely based on relevant protected 
characteristics, including the race, age or religious dress of the driver or 
passengers.” 

 

> MPS policies considered 

D436 

> Pursuit policy  

 
79. The MPS has developed a policy to guide and inform officers on matters relating 

to the pursuit of vehicles. 

 
80. The policy stipulates that “pursuits may only be conducted by appropriately 

trained and authorised drivers in suitable vehicles.” 
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81. It is specifically stated that “PSU e.g. Carriers marked or unmarked…” are not 

authorised to take part in pursuits. Drivers of these vehicles are instructed that 
they “…should in the event that a vehicle fails to stop upon request, assume the 
role of a Basic driver and report the vehicles last known direction. They must not 
drive in response mode in order to maintain contact with the subject vehicle.” 

D438 

> Body-worn video (BWV) policy 

 
82. This policy provides guidance to officers on the correct and required use of BWV 

while on duty. 

 
83. The policy states that BWV should be used where: 

 “It may assist in providing a record of evidence in respect of the investigation of 

any offence or suspected offence. 

 When the use of BWV would provide transparency of an encounter (for example 

stop and search, use of force). 

When users would have been expected or required to have completed a written 
record or report of an encounter or incident.” 

 
84. The guidance lists examples of specific operational scenarios where BWV should 

be activated: 

 “When a user decides to use statutory powers to stop a motor vehicle in order to 

engage with one or more of the occupants.  

 When users attend premises in order to effect an arrest. 

 Prior to entering any land, premises, vehicle, vessel or aircraft in pursuance of 

any legal power in order to search those premises and for the duration of the 

search.  

 When a user stops a person in a public place in order to ask them to account for 

their actions in order to establish their possible involvement or otherwise in an 

offence. 

 When a user decides to conduct a search of a person, premises, land, vehicle, 

vessel or aircraft in accordance with PACE code A or any other statutory search 

power. 

 When attending Critical Incidents. 

 Where a user exercises the use of force against persons or property. 

 Where a user gives a direction to an individual or group under any statutory 

power. 
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 When attending Domestic Abuse or suspected Domestic Abuse incidents.” 

 

> Offences considered 

 85. During this investigation, the IOPC considered a range of criminal offences. The 
Lead Investigator assessed throughout the investigation whether there were 
reasonable grounds to suspect that any person involved in the incident may have 
committed an offence. 

 86. BX47 was informed on 11 November 2017 that he was subject to a criminal 
investigation in relation to common assault. 

 

> Common Assault, contrary to section 39 Criminal Justice Act 1988 

 
87. The offence of Common Assault is committed when a person either assaults 

another person or commits a battery. 

An assault is committed when a person intentionally or recklessly causes another 
to apprehend the immediate infliction of unlawful force. 

A battery is committed when a person intentionally or recklessly applies unlawful 
force to another. 

 

> Common law – misconduct in public office 

 
88. The offence of misconduct in public office is committed when: 

a) “A public officer acting as such; 

b) Wilfully neglects to perform his duty and/or wilfully misconducts himself; 

c) To such a degree as to amount to an abuse of the public’s trust in the office 
holder; 

d) Without reasonable excuse or justification.” 

 

> Health and Safety Act 1974 section 7 – general duties of 

employees at work 

 89. The Act states that; 

“It shall be the duty of every employee while at work- 

a) to take reasonable care for the health and safety of himself and of other 
persons who may be affected by his acts or omissions at work; and 

b) as regards any duty or requirement imposed on his employer or any other 
person by or under any of the relevant statutory provisions, to co-operate 
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with him so far as is necessary to enable that duty or requirement to be 
performed or complied with.” 

 90. Section 33 of the act makes breaching this duty an offence. 

 

> Common law – unlawful act manslaughter 

 
91. The offence of unlawful act manslaughter is committed where a killing is the 

result of: 

 the defendant’s unlawful act  

 where the unlawful act is one which all sober and reasonable people 

would realise would subject the victim to the risk of some physical harm 

resulting there from, albeit not serious harm R v Williams and Davis 

(1992) 2 All ER 183 

 whether or not the defendant realised this 

 

> Common law – gross negligence manslaughter 

 
92. The offence of gross negligence manslaughter is committed when a person kills, 

but does so without the intent to kill or cause GBH, and where the death is a 
result of a grossly negligent (though otherwise lawful) act or omission on the part 
of the defendant. Four factors must be present to establish the offence: 

a) the existence of a duty of care to the deceased 

b) a breach of that duty of care which 

c) causes (or significantly contributes) to the death of the victim and 

d) the breach should be characterized as gross negligence, and therefore a 

crime 

 
93. The ordinary law of negligence applies to these cases, in that those with an 

established duty of care, must act as a “reasonable person would do in their 
position”. If they fail to do so they will have breached that duty. This is an 
objective test and will be based upon the defendant's position at the time of the 
breach. 

 
94. It is for a jury to decide whether the defendant's conduct was so bad, in all the 

circumstances, as to amount to a criminal act or omission. In R v Misra and 
Srivastava [2005] 1 Cr App R328, the court agreed with the direction by the judge 
that the term 'reprehensible' would be apt to describe the nature of the conduct. 

 

> Summary and analysis of the evidence  
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95. In order for the decision maker to reach their opinion, I have presented a 

summary and analysis of the evidence. During this investigation, a volume of 
evidence was gathered. After thorough analysis of all the evidence, I have 
summarised that which I believe is relevant and answers the terms of reference 
for my investigation. As such, not all of the evidence gathered in the investigation 
is referred to in this report.  

 
96. On receipt of the report, the decision maker is required to record their opinion 

about whether there is a case to answer for misconduct or gross misconduct for 
each person to whose conduct the investigation relates, and whether the 
performance of each such person is satisfactory. Within the analysis, I will not 
make any determinations about these matters.  

 

> Timings given in this report 

 
97. A large amount of the evidence gathered during the course of this investigation 

(CCTV from a variety of sources, BWV from police officers, witness statements 
from members of the public, records and documentation produced by police, 
paramedics and hospital staff) has time recorded on it. All efforts have been 
made by the investigation team to establish any differential between various 
times recorded (e.g. matching CCTV at the time of copying to the talking clock).  

 
98. BWV from police officers captures a large proportion of the incident, with the 

footage showing many relevant events in significant detail. Because of this, 
unless otherwise mentioned, timings given in this report will be those taken from 
BWV. 

D119 
99. MPS have confirmed that the time stamp on BWV for all officers was one hour 

behind true time as the system had not been adjusted for Greenwich Mean 
Time and so was an hour out during British Summer Time. Therefore, when 
reference is made in this report to times recorded on BWV, one hour has been 
added to the time shown. 

R2e 
100. The time stamp on CCTV recovered from the Yours Locally shop was recorded 

by investigators as being four minutes and 25 seconds behind the BT speaking 
clock. Therefore when reference is made in this report to times recorded on 
Yours Locally CCTV, four minutes and 25 seconds has been added to the time 
shown.  

 

> BWV  

S50 
101. The IOPC investigation identified that the BWV footage of one of the officers 

present (PC Streather) at the incident was not preserved by the MPS in the 
aftermath of 22 July 2017. The MPS has been unable to “…confirm [whether] the 
loss of BVW was due to technical fault on the day at the time of uploading or due 
to human error of not categorising the footage, leading to an automatic deletion 
after 31 days.” 
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102. PC Streather attended the scene of the incident at the same time as colleagues 

and was captured extensively by CCTV and the BWV of other officers present.   

 

> Summary of evidence 

 

> Interaction with Mr Charles prior to entering the Yours Locally shop 

S7a, 
S8a, 
S9, 
S12,  

S35, 
S38, 
S39 

103. Statements made by police officers indicate that, in the early hours of Saturday 
22 July 2017, a marked police carrier vehicle from the MPS Territorial Support 
Group (TSG) with the call sign U223 was patrolling the borough of Hackney on 
night duty.  

S12,  

S35, 
S38, 
S39 

104. These statements confirmed that U223 was crewed by six officers; those being 
BX47, BX48, PC Paul Richardson, PC Anthony Streather, PC Deryck Baker and 
PC Emily Turner. 

 
105. In witness statements given in the immediate aftermath of the incident, officers 

described the grounds for their deployment on 22 July, giving details of the 
briefings they received and intelligence that was shared with them prior to 
deployment. 

S9a 
106. Inspector (Insp) Neil Holyoak was the commanding officer of the TSG shift. On 20 

October 2017 he gave a statement to IOPC investigators in which he explained 
that “The briefing I initially gave the carrier crews which were on shift [on 22 July] 
consisted of METBATS which is delivered every day and consists of local 
intelligence. I cannot recall anything specific which was mentioned on the night in 
question.” He added, “The Borough of Hackney bid for our TSG unit and we were 
brought in to police matters relating to gangs in that area. This is called Operation 
Holker and a briefing was given to us in the form of six PowerPoint slides. These 
are presented to the TSG officers at the start of each week, usually on a Monday. 
I cannot recall if I delivered the Operation Holker brief on the night of the incident, 
however it would have been done at the beginning of the week.” 

D416. 
D417 
S9 

107. The IOPC obtained copies of both the relevant METBATS briefings and the 
PowerPoint presentation for Operation Holker. A number of individuals were 
included in the briefings along with photographs, personal details and an 
accompanying narrative. Mr Charles was mentioned by name on one of the slides 
for Operation Holker but this was in relation to another individual and there was 
no photograph or detailed narrative relating to him. Insp Holyoak confirmed that 
“Mr Charles was not mentioned in the briefing that night.” 

D415 
108. Enquiries by IOPC Investigators confirmed that there was no register of the 

individual officers present at the Operation Holker briefings. 

S7a 
109. In his statement dated 28 July  2017 BX47 described being “…deployed to 

Hackney to help prevent Gang crime and violence in the area. We had been 
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briefed around current tit for tat violence between numerous gangs in the area. 
Hackney has recently been blighted by stabbings, shootings and acid attacks…”. 

S7a, 
S8a, 
S8b, 
S12, 
S35, 
S38, 
S38a, 
S39, 
S39a 

 

110. All of the officers on U223 described how the carrier was travelling southbound 
on Kingsland Road E8 when they saw a Vauxhall Astra about to join Kingsland 
Road from a service road outside a parade of shops, which aroused suspicion. 
PC Streather’s first statement of 22 July 2017 described how the Astra made 
direction changes as it attempted to join Kingsland Road, first indicating to turn 
right, then changing as if to turn left on seeing the carrier.  

S7a, 
S8a, 
S12 

111. PC Turner, BX47 and BX48 all explained in their statements that the Astra made 
three separate changes in its indication or position. BX47 stated that “this 
appeared to be an attempt to evade us as it seemed to be trying to go a different 
way each time we arrived.” 

S39a 
112. PC Richardson gave more detail in his statement of 20 October 2017, stating, 

“Checks were conducted on the vehicle which found it to be a hire vehicle which I 
know are often used in that area for drug related activity.” 

S12, 

S35, 
D450 

113. PCs Turner and Baker also stated that checks on the Astra confirmed that it was 
a hire vehicle. An audit of enquiries made on the Police National Computer (PNC) 
revealed that three checks were made at 1.43am on the registration number of 
the Astra by PC Turner using the Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) in the carrier. 

S35, 
S9a 114. Insp Holyoak explained in his statement dated 20 October 2017 that his officers 

were “historically aware” of the use of hire cars for drug dealing, although he 
could not recall if this had been specifically mentioned in the briefing for that shift. 
PC Baker described that area of Kingsland Road as “…well known for drug 
supply.” 

S39 
115. PC Richardson, who was driving the carrier, stated, “The vehicle appeared to 

contain Four (4) occupants. A vehicle check was completed on [the Astra] and it 
showed it was a hire car. I turned the marked Police Vehicle around to speak to 
the occupants… expecting to see it driving northbound on Kingsland Road. On 
drawing level with where I had seen the [Astra] pulling into traffic, I could see the 
[Astra] had now pulled out to head southbound along Kingsland Road in traffic. 
The driver an IC3 [black] male appeared nervous attempting to avert his eyes 
from our Marked Police vehicle. I drove northbound then turned [U223] around, 
facing southbound, in an attempt to stop the [Astra].” 

S39a 
116. PC Richardson added in a later statement, dated 20 October 2017, “I am trained 

in both BDO (Behaviour Detection Officer) and FIT (Field Impairment Test) which 
means that I can detect both behaviour and driving that is suspicious. The driver 
of the vehicle looked at the police carrier wide eyed and then averted his gaze 
which I would interpret as suspicious behaviour.” 

S38a 
117. PC Streather wrote in his second statement of 20 October 2017 that, when he 

had looked at the driver, “I remember his eyes were wide open on seeing us and I 
was almost making eye contact with him.” 

S12, 
S35, 118. Descriptions taken from the statements of the other officers on the TSG carrier 

described the occupants of the vehicle variously as four black males, “young 
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S38, 
S38a 

males”, and a “young black male” driver. BX48 and PC Turner stated that they 
could not properly see the occupants of the car, either because of their seating 
positions in the carrier or because some of the car’s windows were tinted. 

D313, 

S8b, 

S12a, 

S35a, 

S38a, 

S39a 

119. BX47 and PC Richardson stated that the ethnicity of the occupants did not affect 
their decision-making. PC Streather, who only saw the driver, said this did not 
affect his rationale for stopping the Astra. 

D313, 

S8b, 

S12a, 

S35a, 

S38a, 

S39a 

120. BX47, BX48 and PCs Richardson, Turner and Streather stated that they did not 
know Mr Charles and had not had any previous dealings with him. PC Baker 
wrote in his second statement that “I have dealt with Mr Charles previously when 
I worked in Hackney borough between 2003 and 2014. I recall that I dealt with an 
arrest enquiry and was present when Mr Charles was arrested although I cannot 
recall when this was. I also encountered him in general day to day policing but 
didn’t recognise him on the night in question as when I dealt with him he was a lot 
younger.” PC Baker described checking the intelligence database on 17 July 
2017 as part of his duties and seeing Mr Charles’ name. This led him to think 
“…wow, that’s a name I haven’t seen in a long time.” 

S7a 

S12 
121. In a statement dated 28 July 2017 BX47 described how the carrier had to cross a 

junction in order to turn around and make its way back to the Astra. PC Turner 
stated that the decision was made “…that we would stop the vehicle under S163 
RTA.” 

D329 
122. The MPS confirmed to the investigation that the carrier was not fitted with 

cameras or recording equipment either internally or externally. 

 
123. In the weeks following the incident, the IOPC conducted house-to-house 

enquiries in the area, in conjunction with witness appeal boards, leaflet drops as 
well as a publicised witness hotline and email address. However, these enquiries 
did not identify any relevant witnesses to the interaction between the Astra and 
the police vehicle. 

R8d 
124. IOPC investigators conducted a CCTV trawl of the area (including reviewing 

CCTV from buses passing along Kingsland Road at the time of the incident) and 
found that there was no coverage of the interaction between the carrier and the 
Astra. Two local authority cameras which were facing southbound on Kingsland 
Road, focused on the road just to the south of the junction with Middleton Road 
showed the police carrier driving southbound at 1.43.26am by the cameras’ time 
stamp and then turning in the road to head northbound. The carrier’s blue lights 
came on at 1.43.46am before the carrier drove out of view further up Kingsland 
Road. 

S12 
125. In her statement of 22 July 2017, PC Turner described how, as the carrier 

approached the Astra, “…just as [PC Richardson] put the blue lights on to stop 
the vehicle a passenger got out of the vehicle which was only a few meters ahead 
and made off on foot…”. PC Turner described this passenger as a “…lighted [sic] 
skinned IC3 male with a slim build [who] appeared to be about twenty (20) years 
of age…”. 
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D313, 
S39a, 
S35a, 

S38a, 

S39a, 
S8b 

126. BX47 also remembered the carrier’s lights being activated as well as its sirens. 
PC Richardson was “80% sure” that sirens were not used, while the rest of the 
carrier could not recall whether lights and/or sirens were utilised. 

S8a 
127. All of the TSG officers stated that a black man left the vehicle at this point. BX48 

described the sequence of events as “…a male decamped from the offside 
passenger rear door, running in front of their vehicle and turned left into Middleton 
Road. The male I would describe to be an IC3 male, fairly tall and slim. He had 
dark hair and was wearing a black puffer style jacket and blue jeans.” 

S35 
128. PC Baker’s statement of 22 July 2017 recorded that “…at this point the car has 

accelerated at speed with the door still open… The car sped off at such a speed it 
has caused other vehicles to swerve and brake violently…” 

S14, 

S15 
129. The man who ran from the Astra was later established to be Mr Rashan Charles 

by PCs Innes and Gilbert, who confirmed that they acted as continuity officers 
when he was taken by ambulance to the hospital.  

S7a, 
S8a, 

S12, 
S35, 
S38, 
S38a, 
S39, 
S39a 

130. All the officers in the carrier confirm in their statements that the decision was 
made to follow Mr Charles rather than the Astra. PC Richardson, BX47 and BX48 
described the decision as being collective. PC Turner recalled that PC 
Richardson, as driver, made the decision, while PC Streather stated that he 
instructed PC Richardson to “go with the runner”. 

S7a, 
S8a, 

S12, 
S35, 
S38, 
S38a, 
S39, 
S39a 

131. PC Richardson, BX47 and BX48 cited safety concerns due to weather and road 
conditions as a reason for making this decision, while PC Streather noted the 
speed at which the Astra drove off as a factor. PCs Richardson and Streather 
also added in their later statements that MPS policy did not allow carriers to 
engage in pursuits. 

S8a 
132. On 28 July 2017 BX48 described in a statement the ensuing chase: “As we 

turned into Middleton Road, [Mr Charles] was running on the path to the left. The 
pathway sloped upwards and was separated from the road by railings. As the 
carrier drove up we were at his side. [Mr Charles] on the pathway slightly 
elevated upwards, the carrier on the road. [Mr Charles] looked to his right and 
could see us next to him. He then stopped on foot, changed direction and ran on 
the road back towards Kingsland Road. The carrier stopped. BX47 got out of the 
carrier along with PC Streather. BX47 ran on the road back towards Kingsland 
Road after [Mr Charles]. Both BX47 and [Mr Charles] went out of sight. PC 
Streather ran forwards in front of the carrier and up onto the pathway in case [Mr 
Charles] again changed direction and he would then meet him on the pathway.” 

S38, 
S38a 133. PC Streather described losing sight of BX47 and Mr Charles as they ran towards 

Kingsland Road and then taking an alternate route into Glebe Road, believing 
that they may have run that way. In his later statement PC Streather reported that 
he could not recall if either he or BX47 had said or shouted anything to Mr 
Charles once they exited the carrier. 

12a, 

35a, 
38a, 
39a 

134. None of the four officers who remained in the carrier could recall whether 
anything was shouted to Mr Charles and PCs Richardson and Baker stated that 
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they were unable to say whether or not Mr Charles was aware that police wanted 
him to stop. 

S7a 
135. BX47 described his pursuit of Mr Charles in his statement of 28 July 2017: “I ran 

in the direction of Kingsland Road along the road, running parallel with [Mr 
Charles] who was on the footway. As we reached Kingsland Road he continued 
along the footway turning right, heading north towards the parade of shops where 
we had first seen the vehicle. [Mr Charles] appeared to be just less than six feet 
tall of slim to medium build, with braided hair, wearing a dark coloured jacket and 
jeans. I was around five to ten metres behind him and seemed to be gaining 
ground on him as we ran. As we ran towards the parade of shops he turned right 
into a supermarket type shop that was open. I was close behind and followed him 
into the shop.”  

 
136. When BX47 was interviewed under caution on 4 December 2017, he provided a 

written statement at the beginning of the interview and exercised his right not to 
answer questions put to him by IOPC investigators. He then provided a further 
written statement at the end of the interview. 

D313 
137. In the first prepared statement BX47 wrote, “in addition to the suspicious 

movements of the [Astra] itself prior to the indication to it to stop, once it was 
indicated to stop with lights and sirens it failed to do so, and Mr Charles left the 
vehicle on foot and started running. It was clear to me that both the vehicle and 
occupants were fully aware of police presence and that police wanted them to 
stop and that they had a clear intention to evade police.”  

D246 
138. BX47 was asked whether Mr Charles had turned to look at him during the foot 

chase or whether the officer had heard him say anything. He was also asked 
whether he thought that Mr Charles was aware that he was being chased by 
police and whether he thought Mr Charles had had a clear intention to evade 
police as he was being chased. BX47 responded that he had nothing further to 
add to his prepared statement. 

 
139. The CCTV trawl and review conducted by IOPC investigators followed the route 

of the foot chase but did not identify any CCTV coverage of it. Likewise, the 
witness appeal and house-to-house enquiries did not identify any relevant non-
police witnesses to it. 

D3 
140. Contemporaneous notes made by the carrier crew confirmed that the shop that 

Mr Charles entered is the Yours Locally convenience store on Kingsland Road. 

 

> Interaction with Mr Charles in the Yours Locally shop 

 
    Initial contact and takedown 

 
141. CCTV footage from the cameras at Yours Locally shop was obtained by IOPC 

investigators during this investigation.  

D137 
142. Camera 2 was located above the entrance of the shop facing Kingsland Road. At 

1.44.37am by the time stamp on the footage (see ‘Timings given in this report’ 
section above) Mr Charles ran into the shop, entering from the left (i.e. in a 
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northbound direction up Kingsland Road). This camera then showed BX47 run in 
at 1.44.38am. 

D138, 
D209 143. Camera 3 was located within the shop facing towards the entrance. It showed Mr 

Charles lift his right hand to his mouth as he came into the shop. As Mr Charles 
slowed down to walking pace, he appeared to push his index, middle and ring 
fingers into his open mouth, almost to the third knuckle. He then walked up the 
aisle opposite the entrance. As Mr Charles removed his hand from his mouth, 
BX47 followed him into the shop, still running. 

D139, 
D140, 
D141, 
D58 

144. Cameras 4 and 5 were located above the entrance facing into the shop while 
camera 5 faced the other way along the aisle opposite the entrance, giving the 
same view from the opposite direction. These cameras showed Mr Charles 
slowing down as he entered with his right hand raised to his face. He walked 
down the aisle and was followed by BX47. As BX47 reached him, Mr Charles 
started to turn both his head and body to face him but the officer wrapped his 
arms around his body, pinning his upper arms to his sides. BX47 then turned Mr 
Charles and walked towards the front of the shop, turning right at the end of the 
aisle towards a low freezer unit. 

D139, 
D140, 
D141, 
D58 

145. It was shown that, as the pair turned to the right, BX47 slid his hands down Mr 
Charles’ arms so that he was holding both of his wrists from behind. BX47 
pushed Mr Charles towards the low freezer unit while Mr Charles appeared to be 
trying to raise his left arm up, away from BX47’s grip. As the front of Mr Charles’ 
lower body came into contact with the freezer, he pulled his right arm up and out 
of BX47’s grasp.  

D139, 
D140, 
D141, 
D58 

146. It was also shown that BX47 then quickly moved his right arm over Mr Charles’ 
right shoulder, throwing his bodyweight sharply behind him and to the left so that 
both he and Mr Charles fell backwards and sideways to the floor with Mr Charles 
landing on his front and the officer’s upper body on top of him. BX47’s right arm 
appeared to stay in contact with Mr Charles’ shoulder and the side of his neck for 
approximately two and a half seconds before the officer moved to grip Mr 
Charles’ jaw with his right hand. 

 
147. BX47 was not permitted to view his BWV or CCTV prior to making his initial 

statements of 22 and 28 July 2017. He was given the opportunity to view this 
footage before he was interviewed under criminal caution on 4 December 2017. 

D313 
148. In his written response to criminal caution BX47 described the position of his 

arms when he was initially on the ground with Mr Charles: “From viewing the 
CCTV, after I have taken Mr Charles to the ground and I am still holding him in 
this restraint, it is not possible to see the position of my right hand, only my right 
arm going around Mr Charles’ upper body. The position of my right hand is 
angled lower down on Mr Charles’ torso linking with my other hand which has 
passed over Mr Charles’ left arm.” 

 
149. Several witnesses were interviewed at the time of the incident and, in some 

cases later, by the IOPC. Review of CCTV from the shop identified other potential 
witnesses to events inside Yours Locally as several members of the public were 
observed standing outside or in the doorway after the initial interaction with Mr 
Charles. Efforts were made (as detailed above) to trace these individuals and, 
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additionally, shop staff were shown still photographs, but the IOPC was unable to 
further identify them. 

S19 
150. James Walsh and Witness 3 were standing outside Yours Locally waiting for their 

friend David Martinho, who had gone in to buy a cigarette lighter. Witness 3  
described in a statement to the IOPC on the day of the incident that all three had 
been on a night out, had been drinking alcohol but were not drunk.  

S17c, 
S18c, 
S19b 

151. All three witnesses gave two statements each and describe seeing BX47 and Mr 
Charles run into the shop. Mr Martinho and Mr Walsh wrote in their second 
statements on 28 November and 1 December 2017 respectively that they could 
not recall whether either BX47 or Mr Charles spoke to each other before they 
were on the floor. Witness 3 gave a further statement on 1 December in which he 
stated, “I think the police officer said ‘stop’ as he ran passed [sic] us, as we were 
standing in the doorway. However, I’m not 100% sure this is accurate.” 

S18 
152. In the first statement he gave on 22 July 2017 Mr Walsh said of the initial physical 

interaction between BX47 and Mr Charles :“There was a fight and both men fell 
on the floor, some of the drinks on the shelves also fell to the ground at the same 
time.” 

S26 
153. In a statement given on 1 August 2017 and translated into English, Witness 2 

was by the door of the shop when Mr Charles ran in. He describes how Mr 
Charles was “…breathing heavily, making me think he had been running for some 
time.” 

S21a 
154. Witness 4 was at the counter within the shop when Mr Charles entered. Witness 

4 wrote in a statement from 22 July 2017 that he did not recall any conversation 
between BX47 and Mr Charles as he initially tried to control him before taking him 
to the floor. Witness 4 described BX47 “…trying to put the male’s hands behind 
his back to put on handcuffs.” 

S17 
155. David Martinho made his first statement shortly after the incident on 22 July 2017 

and explained that, when Mr Charles ran into the shop “…bottles fell from the 
shelves. At the beginning the police officer tried to handcuff him. I do not know if 
he managed to do it but he was holding his hands at the back but the man started 
to struggle and had difficulties breathing so when the Police Officer realised this 
he asked for assistance. I heard him say ‘we need some help’. By this time I had 
stepped back towards the counter with the shop assistant but I saw a man with a 
black hoodie [Witness 1] coming in. When I looked again at [Mr Charles], he was 
on the floor on his side…”. 

D313 
156. In his first prepared statement at interview BX47 confirmed that his initial intention 

on entry into the shop was to detain Mr Charles for the purpose of searching him 
under section 1 of PACE: “It would have been impractical and potentially 
dangerous to have first told Mr Charles that he was detained for the purpose of a 
search and to give full grounds before searching him. My risk/threat assessment 
was that Mr Charles was someone who could potentially offer violence and be in 
possession of a weapon. In my experience similar situations can lead to a violent 
response, and bearing in mind all that had just happened, and the fact that Mr 
Charles had been running and now had nowhere to go, slowly approaching him 
and asking if he had any weapons on him would risk a further attempt to escape 
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or possibly pulling the weapon and either threatening to use it or even using it. It 
was more prudent and safer to approach and secure him quickly in order to then 
search him. I relied on my powers under s. 117 PACE to do so.” 

S7 
157. In BX47’s first statement, made on the day of the incident, he described what 

happened when Mr Charles entered the shop: “I followed him in and detained him 
by his hands. The male resisted, struggled and pulled one of his hands free and 
seemed to be trying to force his hand into his mouth. I then took him to the floor to 
gain control of him and he continued try [sic] and put his hand to his mouth.” 

S7a 
158. BX47 gave a more detailed account in his second statement: “I saw that he had 

raised his arm at one point as he entered [the shop] thinking that maybe he had 
thrown something. There were several other people in the shop. He ran forward 
into a narrow area between an open fridge and a shelved aisle. I was conscious 
that due to the nature of what had just occurred with the car, his behaviour and 
the reason for our deployment in the area, it was possible he may have a weapon 
concealed on his person. As he entered the shop he still had his back to me, I 
could not see his front, if he had anything in his hands or read his facial 
expressions. As a result of this, for my safety I immediately took his arms to 
prevent him reaching for anything either from his person, as he could easily have 
reached for his pockets, waistband or for a glass bottle from the shelf next to him. 
I then tried to move him to a less confined area with fewer hazards or 
obstructions with the intention of detaining him for a search.”  

S7a 
159. BX47 stated that he believed he switched on his BWV at around this point. He 

went on: “As we moved I felt him struggling against my hold. I then attempted to 
get a better grip of him as we reached the more open area at the front of the 
shop. He continued to pull his arms away and managed to free one of them and 
put his hand to his mouth. At this point I feared that he may be trying to swallow 
something. I again tried to restrain his arms fearing the implications of him 
swallowing an object and the danger it could pose to his safety.” 

S7a 
160. BX47 explained the risks of swallowing: “I believed at this point on this occasion it 

could be drugs. I could not be sure of this, but due to him repeatedly putting his 
hand to his mouth throughout the incident, I had to consider it as such, in the 
interests of preserving his safety. Implications of this are that the package could 
open inside the body and poison him or he could choke on the package. At this 
point stopping him swallowing anything became my only objective.”  

S7a 
161. BX47 described his interaction with Mr Charles: “I tried to get a better grip of his 

hands pinning him against the ice cream chest at the front of the shop to try and 
gain greater control of them. This failed, and he managed to work his hand free of 
my grasp again putting his hand to his mouth again confirming to me that he was 
trying to swallow something. At some point during this I have called for support on 
my radio telling colleagues I was in the shop. In an attempt to again gain better 
control of him I took hold of him and attempted to use the seatbelt restraint which 
we have recently been shown as an approved technique in officer safety… I then 
took him to the ground thinking I could better control him there and again prevent 
him swallowing something.” 

D138, 
D139, 162. IOPC investigators reviewing CCTV from the shop were unable to identify footage 

which showed Mr Charles putting his hand to his mouth while BX47 tried to 
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D140, 
D141 

control his arms prior taking him to the floor. Initially, as BX47 walked him down 
the aisle, Mr Charles did pivot his left arm at the elbow and his hand rose to the 
front of his face but did not go to his mouth. Once they were up against the chest 
freezer, as he managed to free his right arm completely, Mr Charles’ hand could 
be seen to move upward directly in front of his body, but no camera angle 
provided a clear view of where it travelled. 

D313 
163. BX47’s first interview statement listed the intelligence he had received prior to 

being deployed, the information he gathered from the incident as it unfolded, the 
assessments he had made based on that intelligence and information and the 
actions he had taken in terms of the NDM.  

D313 
164. This prepared statement explained that the “seatbelt restraint” referred to in his 

earlier account was described in the PSM, and produced the pages covering this 
technique – this being the rear takedown described in the policies and 
procedures section above.  

D246 
165. It was put to BX47 at interview by IOPC investigators that ,while the illustrated 

example in the PSM showed an officer performing this takedown so that the arm 
over the subject’s shoulder led as they were spun to the floor, CCTV showed that 
he had led with the opposite arm so that it appeared that he may have been 
bringing Mr Charles down by his neck. BX47 was asked if he believed, with that 
pointed out to him, that he had performed the same technique as that described 
in the manual. He said that he had nothing further to add to his statement. 

D313 
166. In the same statement BX47 wrote: “When I completed my [statement of 28 July 

2017] I couldn’t recall exactly at what point I radioed my colleagues for 
assistance. From the combination of the CCTV and BWV I can see that I did this 
about 40 seconds after Mr Charles was handcuffed.” 

D313 
167. BX47 added, “Had Mr Charles not struggled and put his hand to his mouth, I 

would have moved him to the less confined area away from the additional 
hazards and there I would have been able to inform him of the reasons for his 
detention and give him grounds for the search.” 

D237 
168. In the statement produced at the end of his interview BX47 wrote that Mr Charles’ 

race had had no bearing on his risk assessment of the incident as a whole or his 
actions. He stated that he did not know Mr Charles :“I have no recollection of him 
from intelligence. As far as I was concerned he was someone I did not know and 
had never interacted with before.” 

D387, 
D425 169. BWV footage from BX47 started recording at 1.44.45am (see ‘Timings given in 

this report’ section above) and showed BX47 held Mr Charles from behind and 
walked with him. Given the closeness of the camera to Mr Charles’ back, the 
images are not entirely clear. Mr Charles appeared to raise his left hand before 
both he and BX47 moved rapidly to the floor at 1.44.52am. 

D206 
170. There was no sound recorded on the BWV for the first 30 seconds. The MPS 

confirmed that this is a feature of the BWV system that they employ and occurs in 
all cases.  
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D261 
171. Recordings of police radio transmissions from the incident indicated that the first 

radio transmission received from BX47 was him saying “223 [inaudible] location 
quick, back of shop.” 

D387, 
D425  172. At 1.46.54am on BX47’s BWV, he could be heard saying “223 more to my 

location quick, at the back of the shop.” 

S38, 
S35a, 
S12a 

173. A number of the officers mentioned in their statements that radio reception was 
poor at the time of the incident. PC Streather stated that he got no response at 
one point on back-to-back radio. PC Baker recalled that “…communications were 
exceptionally bad that night.”, with PC Turner suggesting that this was due to 
transmissions on the main Hackney borough channel being “very broken”, 
causing her to only be able to hear parts of messages. 

D398 

 
174. In his report of 13 March 2018 Martin Graves wrote that, when considering the 

use of force, it is “…relevant to establish the reasons why an officer used force on 
another person. Were they:- 

 attempting an arrest 

 trying to prevent the person from committing a crime 

 detaining them for a procedure under PACE such as a search 

 defending themselves or another person” 

D398 
175. The report listed the relevant legislation covering the use of force (see ‘Policies, 

procedures and legislation considered’ section above). 

D398 
176. Mr Graves stated that, “The question as to whether force was firstly necessary in 

the circumstances as the officer ‘believed’ or ‘perceived’ them to be, then whether 
the force used was ‘proportionate’ to that ‘perceived’ threat should form the 
primary basis of establishing if it was justifiable or excessive.” 

D398 
177. The report noted that, “In most circumstances following initial contact with the 

subject their arms, legs and if necessary the head need to be secured and an 
open space should be sought to take the subject to the floor and fully restrain as 
necessary. The control and restraint of violent or potentially resistive individuals is 
usually a fluid and dynamic process, which often ends up with one or more 
parties on the ground. The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, gravity will prevail 
in fast moving incidents where one’s balance is lost or deliberately taken away by 
an officer (press down, leg sweep etc.). Secondly, the ground is often the safest 
place (for all) to achieve control and subsequent full restraint of a violent or 
resistive person.” 

D398 
178. Mr Graves wrote it may take time to control a subject before they can be placed 

under restraint (such as handcuffing), especially when an officer is on their own. 
He noted that, because of this “…taking or directing a potentially resistive subject 
to the floor is often the safest option in such situations. Whilst it can appear ‘over 
the top’ to the onlooker or third party it puts the officer in a position of advantage 
where they can disengage if the threat and resistance prevents them from 
controlling the subject. It can also act as an ‘extra officer’ providing a stable 
platform in such situations.” 
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D398 
179. In relation to his analysis of CCTV and BWV Mr Graves made the following 

assessment of BX47’s initial use of force and takedown: “BX47 can be seen 
holding Mr Charles [sic] hands behind his back as he is attempting to control him 
against the ice cream fridge. He appears to lose control of Mr Charles [sic] left 
hand which he pulls in front of his body. It is at this point that BX47 takes the 
subject to the ground. The technique used looks at first to have been a neck hold. 
On further examination and having read BX47’s account and explanation as to 
him using a ‘seatbelt restraint’ I would identify this technique as a rear takedown.” 

D398 
180. Mr Graves provided a technical explanation of the rear takedown, explaining that 

the positioning of the arms in the approved technique is designed to minimise the 
pressure placed on the subject’s neck. He went on to explain that the takedown 
can be performed by turning the subject in either direction noting, “This decision 
as to direction of rotation can be dependent on space, the resistance of the 
subject and many other impacting factors.” 

D398 
181. BX47 is described by Mr Graves as having his arms in the position required for 

the rear takedown and that the rotational movement performed by the officer was 
in line with the approved technique. Mr Graves stated, “Whilst it is difficult to see 
the exact position of BX47’s arms his right arm does not appear to be tightened 
around Mr Charles [sic] throat. Although it appears that BX47 has his arm around 
Mr Charles [sic] throat for a few seconds it is my opinion that this is momentary 
and caused by both his and Mr Charles [sic] movements as they go to the 
ground. Once he is on the ground BX47 moves his arm and appears to try and 
take hold of Mr Charles around the jaw area therefore releasing any pressure 
around the neck or throat.” 

D398 
182. On the subject of initial use of force, Mr Graves gave the following opinion 

“…under the circumstances of the enclosed space and being one on one with Mr 
Charles taking him to the floor with what BX47 describes as a ‘seatbelt restraint’ 
was a viable and logical tactical option… It is my opinion that the techniques used 
by BX47, although they may appear unorthodox and not ‘text book’ in application, 
having scrutinised them I believe them to be in line with both his training and MPS 
and National policy and procedures… Whilst it appears that Mr Charles did not 
offer any violence towards BX47 at the time. Taking into consideration the 
information and impact factors present at the time the ‘THREAT’ was real to BX47 
as he saw it at the time. Also, whilst not offering violence Mr Charles is actively 
resisting BX47’s attempts to restrain him.” 

D398 
183. The report concluded “…I believe that BX47’s initial attempt to control, restrain Mr 

Charles was reasonable and appropriate to the goal of searching him. I also think 
that the level of force used was wholly proportionate based on the intelligence 
available to BX47 and to a subject who had run from police and placed an item in 
their mouth. 

S49 
184. Ian Read’s statement dated 24 January 2018 outlined his analysis of the force 

used in the incident. Mr Read made the general observation that it is not possible 
to train police officers in tactics suitable to every individual circumstance that they 
will encounter. He stated that “absolute perfection in the application of a 
technique is unlikely…” in non-training environments. 
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S49 
185. Mr Read wrote: “There are occasions in policing when it is safer to move quickly 

to restrain a person in order to prevent the escalation of a situation… restraint is 
often difficult, especially one on one restraint, and if Mr Charles continued to 
struggle, it is likely that as he could not be controlled in a standing position, he 
would need to be restrained on the ground. However, it is up to the individual 
officer to justify any force used. There is nothing at this stage to indicate to me 
that the police officer concerned has acted outside guidelines within MPS or 
National Police OST.” 

 
Ground restraint and handcuffing 

S7a 
186. In his statement of 28 July 2017 BX47 gave his recollection of events after he 

landed on the ground with Mr Charles: “On the ground he continued to struggle, 
breaking a hand from my grasp and tried to put his hand to his mouth. I got my 
handcuffs from my belt and attempted to cuff him, to prevent him from doing this 
again. At this point a member of the public has offered to help and taken one of 
[Mr Charles’] arms. We managed to get him in the rear stack handcuff position.” 

D237 
187. In the statement that he gave at the end of his interview on 4 December BX47 

wrote: “…when handcuffing Mr Charles I would have been concentrating on his 
hands and not his face.” 

S18 
188. James Walsh described standing outside Yours Locally with Witness 3: “[Witness 

3] and I stayed a few seconds outside and when we came in the shop, this is 
when I saw the Police Officer holding [Mr Charles] on the ground. The Police 
officer was at that point holding [Mr Charles] on the ground with his body, the man 
was laying face down - [Mr Charles] was moving, struggling but the Police Officer 
seemed in control of the situation. I did not notice if [Mr Charles] was handcuffed 
at this point.” 

S19 
189. Witness 3 explained: “I could hear the officer was saying ‘stop resisting’. I felt the 

officer was trying to calm the situation. At this point I heard someone say to the 
officer ‘Do you want help?’. I could not hear the officer’s response. The next thing 
I saw was the other witness help the police officer behind the male on the floor. 
The officer was in front of [Mr Charles] crouching in front of [Mr Charles] who was 
‘very panicky and wiggling’. I definitely heard the officer talking to [Mr Charles] not 
shouting but in a calm controlled manner. I couldn’t make out what the officer was 
saying. I assumed or felt the officer had it under control; the cuffs were placed on 
[Mr Charles].” 

S24b 
190. Witness 1 gave a statement to the IOPC on 31 July 2017. He stated “The officer 

was panicking, I asked if he required assistance. The officer said yes, and that 
the male he was holding had something under his arm. I assisted by holding his 
wrist and brought it round his back, the right arm/wrist.” 

D225 
191. Witness 1 described in interview on 24 August 2017 how, when he offered to 

help, “…the officer replied ‘Yes, could you help?’ So I put my knee down on the 
floor to the right side of the young man’s [inaudible] as the officer asked me to put 
his right arm at the back of his, to his back. As I did so the officer cuffed him…”. 
Later on in the interview he was asked to give more detail of these actions and he 
stated “They both sort of needed assistance, that extra hand, that, that I stepped 
[in] and filled that role… [Mr Charles]’s hand was underneath him, his right arm 
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was underneath and this is where the officer’s asked me to bring his right arm 
saying…‘he’s got it in his hand’. And when I put his hand round the back he had 
nothing in his hand… the officer was holding on to, on to his left hand with both 
hands and as I stepped in I put my knee to the side of his body and… as the 
officer asked me I put my right arm on to [Mr Charles]’ right arm and brought it 
round… his back.” 

D225 
192. Witness 1 explained that as he initially approached he described seeing Mr 

Charles pushing against shelves with his feet and moving around on the ground 
“…and the officer was again just following him around on the floor. It seems like 
he was resisting arrest, that’s all it seemed like…I thought okay…maybe that 
extra hand would diffuse things, you know, have him in cuffs and everything will 
be alright…he’ll get arrested, He [will] be safe though as long as the officer will be 
safe then it’ll all be over. But unfortunately it wasn’t like that.” 

D225 
193. Witness 1 stated “…I sort of held him [Mr Charles] down, held his arms until the 

officer cuffed him.” He estimated that it may have taken around two minutes from 
the point when he entered the shop until the handcuffs were applied. He also said 
that there was “a bit of resistance” in Mr Charles’ arm when he had brought it 
behind his back. 

D225 
194. Witness 1 spoke about CCTV showing the incident which had been released on 

the internet, saying “…on that CCTV that’s gone viral, it’s seen that I’m on top of 
[Mr Charles]. No, I wasn’t. So my weight wasn’t on his body. My weight was on 
the floor with my right knee…on the floor and…my right hand went and got his 
right arm ‘cause the officer asked me to put it behind his back. But all this time I’m 
thinking I’m just, you know, assisting. Instead of [Mr Charles] resisting arrest and 
causing himself more harm. And all this time it’ll be heard and seen on CCTV, I’m 
screaming at the police don’t struggle, don’t resist.” 

S26 
195. Witness 2 described what happened when Witness 1 entered the shop: “I thought 

the guy that helped was a plainclothes officer. This second man also put himself 
onto the man that was on the ground. He didn’t put all his weight on the man, as 
he was supporting himself on one of his feet.” 

D225, 
S24b 196. During his interview Witness 1 confirmed to IOPC investigators that he had never 

worked for the police in any capacity and, in his original statement, he gave 
details of his occupation. Due to the terms of the anonymity order covering this 
case, The IOPC is unable to divulge those details in this report. 

D139, 
D140, 
D141, 
D142, 
D143, 

D58 

197. CCTV from Yours Locally showed that BX47 and Mr Charles struggled on the 
ground. They knocked over a number of plastic bottles that were stacked on the 
floor in front of a chiller unit. The clearest view was provided by camera 5 which 
showed Mr Charles struggling under BX47 with his legs making a cycling motion, 
moving him around the floor. BX47 appeared to have his right buttock on the 
ground and his legs stretched out, with his upper body at times resting on Mr 
Charles’ shoulders and his hands on his jaw and face. BX47’s body obscured 
much of the view, making it difficult to ascertain exactly what he was doing with 
his hands. 

D140, 

D58 
198. Camera 5 showed that BX47 continued to struggle with Mr Charles on the 

ground, with Witness 2 looking on from a distance of approximately two metres. 
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At 1.45.31am BX47 reached up to his radio with his left hand, his right hand 
appeared to be pinning both of Mr Charles’ hands to the floor. 

D140, 

D58 
199. At 1.45.38am camera 5 showed that BX47 appeared to have Mr Charles’ left 

hand in his right hand and Mr Charles’ right hand in his left hand. The camera 
also showed  Mr Charles then made a sudden movement and BX47 lost control 
of one hand. 

D137, 
D139, 
D140, 

D58 

200. At 1.45.39am camera 2 showed Witness 1 walked towards Yours Locally, 
entering the shop at 1.45.40am. Other cameras showed that he walked up to 
BX47 and Mr Charles on the ground with his hands in his pockets, leaning 
forward. At this point Mr Charles’ head came off the floor and he began to lift 
himself up slightly. Camera 5 showed that Witness 1 brought his weight down 
onto Mr Charles with both hands on his upper left arm and his left knee against 
the back of his left thigh before he placed his right knee on the floor behind Mr 
Charles. 

D140, 
D58 201. The CCTV confirmed there was a short struggle, although no camera provided an 

unobstructed view. Camera 5 showed that Witness 1’s right knee remained on 
the ground throughout while his left came up onto Mr Charles’ thigh and buttocks 
although his weight appeared to be mainly maintained on the knee in contact with 
the floor.  

D143 
202. Camera 12 showed at 1.45.53am that BX47 and Witness 1 pushed Mr Charles’ 

shoulders and head towards the ground.  

D140, 
D58 203. At 1.46.05am, it was shown on CCTV that BX47 reached behind his back with his 

right hand for his handcuffs. It appeared that Witness 1 assisted in handcuffing Mr 
Charles behind his back in the rear stack position. Mr Charles’ legs stopped 
moving and Witness 1 took his left knee off them as both he and the BX47 turned 
Mr Charles onto his right side. 

D387 
204. BWV from BX47 showed that, at 1.44.56am both BX47 and Mr Charles were on 

the ground. BX47 appeared to have hold of both of Mr Charles’ hands. At 
1.45.12am BX47’s left hand appeared to be palm down on the side of Mr Charles’ 
face pinning it to the ground.  

D387, 
D439 205. At 1.45.17am the audio on the BWV became active and BX47 could be heard 

saying “Spit it out”. BX47 appeared to be using his right thumb and fingers of his 
left hand to apply pressure to Mr Charles jaw. Mr Charles made a non-verbal, 
mumbling noise and BX47 repeated the instruction “spit it out”. Mr Charles moved 
and the officer appeared to take hold of his hands. BX47 could be heard to be 
breathing heavily. 

D313 
206. In his first prepared statement at interview BX47 wrote: “…I was trying to find and 

apply pressure with my thumb on the mandibular pressure point to get Mr Charles 
to open his mouth by causing an involuntary reaction. Our training on using this 
pressure point is on someone in an upright position. I would have been trying to 
adapt this as best I could to someone who is lying in a prone position. When this 
didn’t work…I press[ed] my finger into his face just beneath the cheekbone 
because this area is quite tender.” 
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D387, 
D439 207. The BWV confirmed BX47 voiced the instruction to “spit it out” a total of eight 

times as they both struggled. Mr Charles could be heard to make quiet non-verbal 
noises but nothing could be distinguished as speech. At 1.45.41am BX47’s right 
hand was holding Mr Charles’ right fist. Mr Charles’ head was resting on the floor 
on his right cheek and he appeared to have his eyes shut.  

D387, 
D439 208. It was shown on the BWV that they continued to struggle and at 1.45.47am a 

voice (Witness 1) could be heard to say “You alright? Do you want a hand?”. 
BX47 replied “Yeah”. Witness 1’s left hand appeared to take hold of Mr Charles’ 
left shoulder. Witness 1 could be heard to say “Relax yourself” and “Just relax”. At 
1.45.56am Mr Charles appeared to bring his left hand towards himself. He 
touched his forehead and nose with his hand and shut his eyes. He moved his 
left hand towards the top of his forehead, his head remained, right cheek down, to 
the floor. 

D387, 
D439 209. The BWV showed BX47 began to manipulate Mr Charles’ left hand, pulling it 

behind his back. At 1.45.57am he instructed Witness 1 to “Get his hand”. Witness 
1 could be heard to say “Just relax, don’t hurt him”.  

D387, 
D439 210. It was heard on BWV that Witness 1 continued to speak to Mr Charles as BX47 

responded at 1.46.02am “I’m not going to hurt him”. Mr Charles’ eyes appeared to 
be open and did not appear to be moving. BX47 brought Mr Charles’ left arm 
behind his back whilst Witness 1 did the same with the other hand, at the same 
time saying “It’s alright, just let him put the handcuffs [on]. Just relax.” 

D387, 
D439 211. At 1.46.13am, the BWV showed Mr Charles was handcuffed in the rear stack 

position. BX47 could be heard to say “Right, turn on your side, turn on your side” 
and shortly afterwards Witness 1 said “It’s alright Man, what have you got in your 
mouth?” and his left hand appeared near Mr Charles’ mouth with his left thumb 
appearing to be digging in to Mr Charles’ left cheek. Mr Charles’ eyes remained 
open. 

D387, 
D439 212. It could be heard on BWV that BX47 repeated the instruction “Turn on your side” 

and they appeared to turn Mr Charles onto his right side at 1.46.18am. BX47 
could then be heard saying “He’s got something in his mouth”. 

 
213. In his prepared statement at interview on 4 December 2017 BX47 wrote: “I 

confirm that I did not know if Mr Charles had definitely swallowed something. 
When I was first aware of Mr Charles putting his hand to his mouth I did not see 
him put an object into his mouth. I considered his actions and made an 
assessment accordingly. Mr Charles may have placed an item in his mouth which 
he may have swallowed, or he may have been reaching for his mouth to try to 
push something down his throat which he had placed in his mouth. He may have 
had more than one item on him that he may be trying to put in his mouth…with 
those possibilities in mind I was encouraging Mr Charles to spit out whatever he 
may have put in his mouth.” 

S7a 
214. In his statement of 28 July 2017 BX47 wrote that, after the handcuffs had been 

applied, “…I remember turning [Mr Charles] onto his side to prevent positional 
asphyxia. This is something we are taught in our first aid and officer safety 
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training to prevent peoples [sic] breathing from being restricted by their 
bodyweight on their lungs and diaphragm.” 

D313 
215. He went into further detail in the first written statement provided at interview: 

“Once Mr Charles arms were secured with handcuffs I was in a position to 
reassess the situation… If there are concerns about the body position of [Witness 
1], I can confirm that I was never concerned that he was applying his body weight 
to Mr Charles, otherwise I would have told him to move, as that would have 
negated what I wanted to achieve by turning Mr Charles onto his side.” 

D313 
216. Martin Graves’ report made the following observations: “In this situation BX47 

decides to handcuff Mr Charles and provides an objective explanation as to his 
justification. Being on his own, the handcuffs not only free his hands to carry out 
other tasks such as the search without increasing the risks to himself.” Mr Graves 
also notes that BX47 suspected that Mr Charles may have placed an item in his 
mouth or thrown something away on his entry into the shop. 

D313 
217. Mr Graves pointed out that, unless certain medical or operational factors apply, 

officers are encouraged as best and safe practice to handcuff subjects to the 
rear. 

 
218. Mr Graves commented on BX47’s attempts to get Mr Charles to spit out whatever 

he believed to be in his mouth. Mr Graves, more specifically, commented on 
BX47’s attempt to apply pressure to Mr Charles’ jaw: “This is not a recognised 
pressure point but is close to a number [of pressure points] on the underside of 
the jaw and near the ear.” 

 
219. Mr Graves also wrote: “My concern is that to conduct such a restraint and attempt 

a search of a subject’s mouth, perhaps by force in these circumstances is not 
something one officer should or can conduct on their own. However, BX47’s 
primary response appears to have been to control the risk. When he does attempt 
to persuade Mr Charles to surrender what is in his mouth, whilst not ‘text book’ 
attempts are made to utilise the recommended pressure points albeit it not as 
covered in training.” 

S49 
220. In his statement Ian Read wrote that ,“Application of pressure to the mandibular 

pressure point is difficult in a single officer restraint when the person is resisting. 
The officer may resort to other methods such as applying pressure to the 
cheekbone in order to encourage the person to spit out the suspected drugs.” 

S49 
221. In relation to handcuffing, Mr Read noted: “Generally people are handcuffed 

behind their back, which restricts movement of the hands. If handcuffs are applied 
to the front, a person is still able to move their arms, use their elbows and grab 
with their hands. If the officer considers the person to be a danger to him/herself 
or others or to prevent their escape, it is likely that handcuffs would be used.” Mr 
Read also explained that all officers are trained that they have a duty of care to a 
person being restrained. 

S49 
222. With particular reference to this incident Mr Read noted: “As PC BX47 is alone 

and struggling to control Mr Charles then handcuffing may be considered as 
appropriate tactical option. The BWV shows Witness 1 assisting the officer in 
applying the handcuffs and Mr Charles is then rolled onto his side to assist his 
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breathing. There is nothing at this stage to indicate to me that the police officer 
concerned has acted outside guidelines within MPS or National Police OST.” 

 > The assistance provided to Mr Charles after initial restraint 

 
    Prior to the arrival of BX48 

S17 
223. David Martinho described events after Mr Charles was handcuffed: “[Witness 1] 

seemed to know what he was doing and was trying to keep [Mr Charles’] tongue 
out – [Mr Charles] was almost shaking, he had swallowed something but I did not 
see this. The Police Officer was kneeling on the side of [Mr Charles] also trying to 
help – [Witness 1] was scared of getting his fingers bitten as the man was not 
opening his mouth so he asked us, [Witness 3] and I, to find something to keep 
[Mr Charles’] mouth [open] so that the Police Officer could see inside.” 

S19 
224. Witness 3 noted: “I could see all of a sudden the male on the floor struggling to 

breathe, moving around. This changed the situation from the resisting/restraining 
to assisting the male. I think [Witness 1] and the officer were assessing the 
situation, I heard [Witness 1] ask for something flat to put in his mouth, as it was 
felt [Mr Charles] maybe choking on his tongue. I grabbed a chocolate bar, pen 
shaped sweet, passed or showed to the officer or [Witness 1] the items, in an 
attempt to help. Someone said no.” 

S18 
225. James Walsh explained that ,“Suddenly I noticed there was a problem with [Mr 

Charles’] breathing, I could see his face and thought he was choking or because 
he was try to escape. [Mr Charles] continued to choke for a couple of minutes but 
I cannot remember exactly the length of time – the Police Officer then called for 
help on his radio”. 

S26 
226. Witness 2 recalled that BX47 and Witness 1 were trying to get something out of 

Mr Charles’ mouth. “I think it was about this time that the man swallowed what 
was in his mouth. While trying to get it the police officer leaned over the man to 
try to find out if he was breathing… I think the officer then realised this was a 
serious situation and asked for help using the radio on his shoulder. As he did 
this he put his hat on the ground in an angry manner and began giving the man a 
heart massage. I believe this was because at the time the man had no pulse. The 
man was still handcuffed on the floor at this point.” 

S22a 
227. Abdullah Ozpalas gave a statement to the IOPC on the day of the incident in 

which he described entering Yours Locally and seeing Mr Charles “…on the floor 
on his side. A man, a customer [Witness 1], was holding his head, he was right 
beside [Mr Charles] also holding his head and keeping his mouth open so that the 
man would not choke. [Witness 1] told me later he was first aid trained…”. 

S24b 
228. In his initial statement Witness 1 remembered, “I said “someone shine a torch 

check his mouth”, I said this to [BX47], before [BX48] arrived. [BX47] was 
panicking.” 

D225 
229. In his interview with the IOPC Witness 1 gave more detail and explained that, 

after Mr Charles had been placed on his side, he had supported his head with his 
right hand, to keep it off the floor. He said, “I don’t know if the officer has seen 
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him put anything in his mouth or had known because I did sort of suspect that he 
might have put something in his mouth…”. He added that nobody had told him 
“… ‘he’s put something in his mouth’.” 

D225 
230. He stated that he had been positioned behind Mr Charles when he supported his 

head and that, because of this, he had not been able to see his face: “…with my 
left hand I was sort of trying to feel round his mouth if there’s anything, and his 
mouth was tightly closed and I could not open it with my left hand. I was sort of 
trying to press his jaw and I was begging him ‘Please open your mouth, please’.” 

D225 
231. Witness 1 described how BX47 “…seemed pretty shocked himself and shaken… 

He was just sweating… he was breathless because I, I seen that he was running 
and struggling on the floor.” He did not remember whether he received any 
instructions by BX47 after Mr Charles was placed in handcuffs. 

D225 
232. When asked what BX47 was doing while Witness 1 was supporting his head and 

trying to open his mouth, he said “…he’s sort of just sitting there on his knees 
and…maybe just waiting for assistance. There was a moment that he, he leant 
over and listening for if the guy’s breathing…”. 

D225 
233. Witness 1 remembered how, when a bystander had tried to place a chocolate bar 

in Mr Charles’ mouth; “…the officer said ‘No’ and pushed his hand off like ‘what 
are you doing?’”. 

D225 
234. Witness 1 also described that Mr Charles had his mouth clenched shut and that 

his movement was gradually reducing as they lay on the floor together. 

S7a 
235. In his second statement BX47 described what happened after Mr Charles had 

been placed on his side: “Following this I have reassessed the situation and 
attempted to check [Mr Charles’] mouth. He was still straining and he was gritting 
his teeth as I have tried to open his mouth, squeezing his cheeks, between his 
jaw in an attempt to get him to release… I pleaded with him to open his mouth 
saying several times to him ‘I don’t care about drugs just spit it out!’ and telling 
him to ‘Breathe!’ due to him straining. I remember checking his breathing, looking 
at his chest before leaning forwards putting my ear close to his mouth, listening 
for breathing and to feel breath against my face. I heard and felt him breathing.” 

S7a 
236. BX47 stated that, due to the traumatic nature of the incident, he could not be sure 

of the sequence of events after this. 

S7a 
237. BX47 recalled “[Witness 1] said to me that we should use something to open [Mr 

Charles’] mouth. He suggested a bar of chocolate, which he asked someone else 
in the shop to get. I remember telling him that we shouldn’t do that. Someone in 
the shop brought an item over to where we were. I told them we didn’t want it.” 

S7a 
238. BX47 continued “At some point around this time it appeared that [Mr Charles] 

was in trouble. He continued to strain himself clenching his mouth shut, but he 
seemed to be in distress now and the colour of his face had changed. I have tried 
to think what I could do to help him. I decided to give him an abdominal thrust 
pushing against his upper stomach, which we are taught in first aid, in an attempt 
to remove anything that may be lodged his windpipe [sic].”  
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D313 
239. In the prepared statement given at his interview under criminal caution BX47 

wrote: “I was trying to assess if there was anything wrong with him. His teeth 
were clenched and he was straining, but there were no obvious signs of 
asphyxiation that I am trained to recognise such as gasping for breath, try to 
cough, struggling to breath, change of colour, but rather he was straining and 
clenching, but he was breathing… If I had seen these things I would have 
administered back blows as well as abdominal thrusts and encouraged him to 
cough.” He stated that he did not know what, if anything, was wrong and whether 
the “straining and clenching” were signs of distress or were an attempt to stop the 
officer getting whatever was in his mouth. BX47 stated that he gave repeated 
instructions to breathe because Mr Charles had been running and struggling and 
would have been out of breath. “So not knowing what was wrong I thought it was 
important to tell him to breathe, rather than concentrating on not letting go of what 
was in his mouth, as he might have been doing.” 

D247 
240. BX47 was asked at interview if he recognised the CoP APP on detention and 

custody. He was asked why he had failed to immediately call an ambulance 
despite the evidence suggesting that he had suspected that Mr Charles had 
swallowed drugs. He was also asked why he had failed to immediately call an 
ambulance once it became clear that Mr Charles was unresponsive. The officer 
responded “Nothing further to add” to all of these questions. 

D313 
241. In his prepared statement BX47 had written that he had called for his colleagues, 

giving them his location, 40 seconds after he had handcuffed Mr Charles, and 
that he had done this because he knew they were close and could be with him 
quickly. He stated that one of those colleagues had been a trained police medic. 
He also wrote that he called for an ambulance two minutes after applying the 
handcuffs. 

D247 
242. BX47 was asked by IOPC interviewers why, when he had called for his 

colleagues, he had not mentioned that there was a medical emergency. It was 
pointed by the interviewers out that the trained police medic had arrived without 
this knowledge and was therefore unprepared for the situation. The officer 
responded “Nothing further to add”. 

D313 
243. In the prepared statement BX47 stated that he had not released Mr Charles from 

the handcuffs because Witness 1 had said “Stop biting my fingers” on more than 
one occasion. “If that was the case it wouldn’t have been a good idea to take the 
handcuffs off. This was said shortly before I called the ambulance and some 
length of time after Mr Charles had been handcuffed, but would indicate that he 
was not unresponsive or unconscious.” 

D237 
244. BX47 was further challenged by IOPC investigators in interview about the 

continued use of handcuffs and asked why they would have aided in a situation 
where Mr Charles was biting. He responded in his second prepared statement: 
“…because this would indicate he was actively resisting, and not unresponsive. I 
could not be sure that removing the handcuffs would not lead to him putting his 
hands to his mouth again, or trying to do so.” 

D237 
245. BX47 was asked if he believed that Witness 1 was acting under his direction. In 

the written statement he gave at the end of the interview he wrote “…other than 
when he assisted me with handcuffing Mr Charles I did not give him any 
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instructions. From my point of view it would be inaccurate to say he was acting 
under my direction. I was not controlling or directing his actions… notwithstanding 
that I prevented what I thought would be a counter-productive and potentially 
dangerous thing to do in terms of placing an item in Mr Charles’ mouth, as 
thought process was to try to prevent Mr Charles from putting anything in his 
mouth, let alone anyone else doing so.” 

D313, 
D237 246. BX47’s first prepared statement described the incident as “a confusing situation”. 

In second interview statement the officer described “…confusing circumstances in 
terms of trying to assess what was happening and how best to respond.” 

D140, 
D58 247. Camera 5 of the shop CCTV provided investigators with the best view of this 

stage of the incident. At 1.46.18am BX47 and Witness 1 could be seen to be 
examining Mr Charles’ head closely. At 1.46.36am the officer appeared to push 
vigorously on Mr Charles’ upper abdomen, he then was seen to look at Mr 
Charles’ mouth. 

D140, 
D58 248. The bodies of BX47 and Witness 1 obscured exactly what was happening around 

Mr Charles but at 1.47.00am Witness 1’s left hand could be seen on the CCTV 
holding Mr Charles’ mouth. It was shown BX47 again leaned close to the front of 
Mr Charles’ face on several occasions and his right hand appeared to manipulate 
his mouth. BX47 also placed his right fist onto Mr Charles’ abdomen and applied 
pressure to it. 

D140, 
D58 249. It was shown on CCTV that at 1.47.46am BX47 brought his radio to his face and 

then replaced it. There was a period of approximately four seconds in which 
BX47 and Witness 1 appeared to be speaking to each other and then BX47 sat 
back on his heels and spoke again into his radio. At 1.48.09am a bystander had a 
small object in his hand which he moved towards Mr Charles’ mouth. The CCTV 
showed BX47 appeared to stop him while shaking his head. 

D387, 
D439 250. BX47’s BWV recorded at 1.46.22am both he and Witness 1 repeated the 

instructions “open your mouth” while BX47 said, “Breathe, breathe, breathe” at 
1.46.24am. Witness 1 said, “He’s breathing, he’s just putting it on. It’s alright.” 
BX47 responded, “No, no, no he’s not, he’s not.” 

D387, 
D439 251. BX47 repeated the instruction “right, breathe, breathe, breathe.” Witness 1 asked, 

“Has he swallowed something?” to which BX47 replied, “I think he’s swallowed 
something yeah.” At 1.46.36am BX47 gave Mr Charles’ torso approximately 
seven sharp thrusts with his hand. Two seconds later BX47 could be heard to 
say, “Come on mate, we wanna look after you. We’re not fussed about the drugs, 
please breathe.” 

D387, 
D439 252. It was heard on BWV that both Witness 1 and BX47 repeated instructions for Mr 

Charles to breathe and to open his mouth. At 1.46.45am BX47 pushed his right 
thumb into Mr Charles’ left cheek and appeared to apply pressure to Mr Charles’ 
lower jaw with his left hand. Witness 1 moved his left hand and used it to squeeze 
Mr Charles’ nose. They continued to attempt to manipulate Mr Charles’ face with 
their fingers, appearing to apply pressure to his cheek. 
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D387, 
D439 253. It was shown on BWV that at 1.46.46am Mr Charles appeared to make a sucking 

noise and BX47 said ,“That’s it, breathe” while Witness 1 said, “That’s it, he’s 
breathing.” 

D387, 
D439 254. The BWV confirmed instructions for Mr Charles to open his mouth and breathe 

continued from both men. At 1.46.54am BX47 can be heard to say, “223, more to 
my location quick, at the back of the shop.” BX47 again pressed Mr Charles’ 
torso. 

D387, 
D439 255. The BWV camera moved so that it was close to the ground on two occasions in 

rapid succession. There was an exchange between BX47 and Witness 1 with 
BX47 stating that he could not shine a torch in Mr Charles’ mouth as his tongue 
was in the way. BX47 was heard to confirm that he had not swallowed his tongue. 

D387, 
D439 256. Witness 1 could be heard on BWV telling Mr Charles not to bite his fingers and 

asked for something to keep his mouth open. BX47’s appeared to rest his hand 
on Mr Charles’ stomach and then chest. 

D387, 
D439 257. At 1.47.59am Witness 1 said, “Get an ambulance, call for an ambulance.” BX47 

said “Yeah, he’s definitely breathing.” 

D387, 
D439 258. At 1.48.07am a bystander appeared to bring a small yellow object over, moving it 

towards Mr Charles’ mouth. BX47 pushed this away with his hand, saying, “No, 
no, no. Don’t put it in his mouth.” 

D387, 
D439 259. At 1.48.20am BX47 could be heard to say, “Can I have LAS [London Ambulance 

Service] to my location as well please?”. This was followed at 1.48.41am by the 
officer saying, “Yeah Uniform 233 if we could have LAS please? We’ve got 
somebody breathing, possibly unconscious. I think they may have swallowed 
something”. 

D261 
260. Recordings of police radio transmissions from the incident indicated that, nine 

seconds after BX47 made the first request for an ambulance, the MPS control 
room asked: “Received, why are they required?”. Ten seconds later the control 
room asked :“Yeah that’s received… confirm why LAS required, over.” The officer 
then gave the additional detail as to Mr Charles’ condition. 

D261 
261. Thirty eight seconds after BX47’s original request, police radio recorded the 

following transmission: “GD Medic, I’ll start making my way if you could send it up 
to LAS for me.” 

S35a 
262. PC Baker confirmed in his statement of 20 October 2017 that the GD Medic was 

the LAS paramedic assigned to the borough.  

D4 
263. MPS Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) recorded: “LAS to locn pls & more units 

pls” at 1.50.17am and “LAS pls M has swallowed some things and poss 
unconscious” at 1.51.49am. The CAD showed that a request for assistance was 
made to LAS at 1.51.49am. 

D440 
264. A number of other officers arrived at the shop in the immediate aftermath of the 

incident; one of those was Insp Holyoak. BX47 gave a summary of what had 
occurred and this was captured on Insp Holyoak’s BWV at 1.16.49am. BX47 
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stood at the entrance to the shop when giving his account: “I’ve chased him 
down. I’ve grabbed hold of him in the shop. I’ve taken him round here, he’s 
struggling. He’s trying to get his hands, so I’ve got his hands. Trying to poke, like 
that, down his throat. I’ve taken his hands.” He told the Inspector that Witness 1 
gave him assistance “…we’ve got him down because he’s looked like he’s had a 
funny turn. We’ve put him on his side and then ‘cause he’s been handcuffed, we, 
I take him to the floor just here. And then this chap has come and helped me to 
restrain because he’s trying to put his hands in his mouth.” 

D398 
265. In addition to being an expert on the use of force, Martin Graves is also a 

qualified first aid instructor. 

D398 
266. Mr Graves made the following observations in his report; 

 That it took approximately one minute and 20 seconds to control and 
restrain Mr Charles. 

 That BX47 has direct sole contact with Mr Charles for approximately three 
minutes and 45 seconds (during the latter part of which Witness 1 is 
assisting) before other officers arrive. 

D398 
267. Mr Graves noted that although BX47 makes several checks of Mr Charles’ 

breathing “…in my opinion he is not following standard first aid protocols.” He 
stated that, when there is doubt over a person’s breathing or level of 
consciousness, the AVPU method should be followed. 

 Alert, responds to questions and gives coherent answers. 

 Responds to Voice commands. 

 Responds to Physical stimuli. 

 Or is the person Unresponsive. 

 

Mr Graves concluded that BX47 had carried out some of these tests. Mr Graves 
further suggested that Mr Charles should have been considered as unresponsive. 

D398 
268. Given this, the report stated that Mr Charles should have been placed in a 

position where his airway could have been checked, opened and maintained. Mr 
Graves suggested that this was partly done by BX47 as Mr Charles was held in a 
position similar to the recovery position. 

D398 
269. Mr Graves explained that, once in this position, Mr Charles’ breathing should 

have been checked for a minimum of ten seconds by looking, listening and 
feeling for breath. Mr Graves noted that both BX47 and Witness 1 stated that Mr 
Charles was breathing and that the officer does perform various elements of 
these checks but not for ten seconds. 

D398 
270. Mr Graves noted that he did not believe Mr Charles displayed “text book” 

symptoms of choking, but that he did show signs of respiratory distress and that it 
was apparent that he was in need of medical attention between one minute 40 
seconds and two minutes into the restraint ,and that first aid should have been 
started, and an ambulance called at that stage. The report identified that BX47 
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requested the attendance of the London Ambulance Service (LAS) three minutes 
and 36 seconds into the restraint. 

D398 
271. The report therefore concluded that there was a delay in BX47 providing first aid 

to Mr Charles and calling for an ambulance. 

D398 
272. The report also made comment on the effects of stress on BX47 in this incident. 

Mr Graves wrote: “As the heart rate increases, possibly brought on by a physical 
exertion, a struggle, pursuit as in this incident… officers can react in a much more 
instinctive rather than cognitive way. An officer’s heart rate can very quickly climb 
into the 120 bpm plus range. Research has shown that an officer’s response, 
even in a training environment can be greatly compromised at this level… It 
should also be borne in mind that the application of tactics during training is very 
different to their use during operational deployment.” Mr Graves applies this to 
the incident involving Mr Charles: “This can also manifest itself as a ‘Freeze’ or 
appear as the ‘rabbit in the headlights’ moment. This is caused by the brain 
attempting to process all the sudden and overwhelming stimulus it is receiving. I 
would suggest that there appears to have been a time on the footage when BX47 
appears to be in such a state.” 

D237 
273. In his second prepared statement at interview BX47 stated that, “I have been 

asked questions around pinpointing exactly when a medical emergency could 
have been identified. I reiterate what I have said about the confusing 
circumstances in terms of trying to assess what was happening and how best to 
respond… I believe I did the best that I could to help Mr. Charles in very difficult 
circumstances.” 

D398 
274. Mr Graves’ report outlined a number of actions which, in his opinion, BX47 

performed well ,such as placing Mr Charles on his side, preventing the bystander 
from placing an object in his mouth, ensuring that he and Witness 1 did not place 
undue pressure on Mr Charles’ body when he was on the ground and later, when 
police colleagues arrived, helped to perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
(CPR). 

 
275. Ian Read also dealt with the effects of stress in his statement stating, “In conflict 

situations the body is placed under stress… This can cause the parts of the brain 
concerned with concentration, judgement and analytical skills to be less efficient. 
Stress can also cause auditory exclusion; a narrowing of vision and perceptions 
can be distorted.” 

 
276. Mr Read addressed BX47’s attempt to search Mr Charles’ mouth stating, “The 

officer may resort to other methods such as applying pressure to the cheekbone 
in order to encourage the person to spit out the suspected drugs. There is nothing 
at this stage to indicate to me that the police officer concerned has acted outside 
of guidelines within MPS or National Police OST. 

 
    After the arrival of BX48 

S18 
277. James Walsh described how “I went outside to see if there were Officers and saw 

a van arrived with a team of Police Officers we all went inside the store and this is 
when I noticed that the man on the floor [had] handcuffs on. He was handcuffed 
at the back and was still struggling but it was not a fight.” 
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S19 
278. Witness 3 had the following recollection: “Then I heard more police officers 

coming, possibly said ‘police’. I would guess 3/4 officers attended – unsure. I 
would definitely say and I am sure [BX48] took control of the situation.” 

S22a, 
S21a 279. Abdullah Ozpalas observed in his statement: “After not even one minute other 

Police Officers, maybe 8 of them arrived. Amongst them, there was a Medic 
Police Officer who gave first aid.” Witness 4 estimated that the officers arrived 
after two minutes. 

S26 
280. Witness 2 described the other officers as arriving “after about 5 to 6 minutes”. He 

stated that the police medic removed the handcuffs from Mr Charles. 

S17 
281. David Martinho remembered: “I think I heard [BX48] say ‘let’s just release him’ or 

words to that effect. [BX48] also tried to help to see if the man was breathing… 
[BX48] seemed very confident and both [BX48 and BX47] at this time were 
asking the man to breathe, telling him to ‘keep breathing’ whilst asking him 
several times if he had swallowed something.” 

S24b 
282. In his initial statement Witness 1 described how “[BX48] arrived and calmly took 

hold of the situation. [BX48] took the handcuffs off the male, checking his 
breathing ear to mouth, checking for pulse then administered first aid and CPR.” 

D225 
283. In his interview Witness 1 said that BX48 had arrived and uncuffed Mr Charles. 

Witness 1 said BX48 had taken something from a bag that he called a 
“vaporator”, placed it in Mr Charles’ mouth and asked him to blow into it while 
BX48 and BX47 performed CPR. 

S8, 
S8a, 
S12,  

S35, 
S38, 
S39 

284. All of the remaining crew of U223 described in their statements how they circled 
the area looking for BX47 after he initiated the foot chase. Officers reported 
hearing BX47 radioing for assistance from LAS. PC Streather said he joined them 
in the carrier after searching the area on foot. PC Streather also confirmed that, 
despite hearing the call for assistance, they were not aware of BX47’s location. 
As the carrier drove southbound on Kingsland Road, they saw a member of the 
public at the bus stop by Yours Locally who told them somebody was in the shop 
and having difficulty breathing. All of the officers apart from PC Turner got out of 
the carrier and ran to the shop. 

S8b 
285. In BX48’s statement, dated 20 October 2017, the officer explained that the first 

time she became aware that there was a medical emergency in the shop was 
when she was assessing Mr Charles. 

S8a 
286. BX48 described what happened on entry to Yours Locally in the statement made 

on 28 July 2017 stating, “I initially went towards [Mr Charles’] head end and knelt 
down. There was no response such as movement, sounds, or speech coming 
from [him]. My initial concern was whether [Mr Charles] was breathing and in 
need of immediate first aid. [Witness 1] was saying ‘Mate, spit it out’. Again no 
response from [Mr Charles]. I then remember saying ‘If you have something in 
your mouth, you need to spit it out’. [Mr Charles] was not moving or responding. I 
then moved and went to his side, in front of [Mr Charles] and placed my bare 
hands under his white t-shirt onto his chest and back to feel for a rise and fall, 
breathing. I felt a rise and fall. At this point [Mr Charles] was not responding to 
voice or commends and so I conducted a few pressure points on his lower 
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limb/ankle area and behind his ear to see if [Mr Charles] would respond to pain. 
This resulted in very little to no movement/reaction. I again checked his breathing, 
feeling for a rise and fall. There was lots going on in the shop and [it] was difficult 
to hear so using the sense of feel was my best option. I again felt a rise and fall of 
breathing although it was more shallow and therefore it had deteriorated. If I 
hadn’t felt any signs of breathing at this point I would have gone straight into 
CPR.” 

S8a 
287. BX48 continued, “I then said ‘Let’s get the cuffs off’… I did this because a non-

responsive but breathing person should be placed in the recovery position… 
Although he was already on his side, having the cuffs off enabled better 
positioning.” BX48 described how they and others moved Mr Charles into the 
recovery position while a colleague collected the medic’s vest (containing medical 
equipment) from the carrier. BX48 continued to monitor Mr Charles. 

S8a 
288. BX48 explained once the medic’s vest was brought in: “I again checked [Mr 

Charles]. As he was breathing but non-responsive, from my training you are 
advised to insert an Oropharyngeal (OP). This assists with obtaining or assisting 
with maintaining an open airway… I opened [Mr Charles’] mouth, checked for any 
immediate blockages for as far as I could see… His immediate mouth and airway 
was clear… The OP went straight in and I knew there was nothing to obstruct…I 
knew there was nothing present at the back of his throat and there was no way 
anything had been pushed down. I then checked again for breathing. [Mr 
Charles’] breathing had deteriorated further. In training if someone is either not 
breathing, unsure if breathing or not breathing normally, CPR must commence. I 
was unsure that [Mr Charles] was breathing so I said we need to start CPR. BX47 
went straight into compressions, 30. At this point PC Baker was getting my 
resuscitation mask ready. [Witness 1] was beginning to panic. He said ‘He needs 
air, he needs air’ and leant forward as if he was going to start giving breaths. I 
told him to wait, one because he was panicking and secondly, the compression 
hadn’t finished. I then had my mask ready and as soon as I could, compressions 
dome, I ensured and kept the airway open and gave two breaths. On inserting 
breath I could clearly see a clear rise and fall in the chest area on both breaths 
This indicated to me that there was no immediate blockages in his airway as 
breath was clearly going in. BX47 and I continued with CPR for at what felt like a 
couple of rounds before LAS/Medic arrived.” 

S8a 
289. BX48 described the way in which paramedics took over Mr Charles’ care. The 

statement detailed how a paramedic removed a package, “around 3 inches in 
size and wrapped in blue plastic” from Mr Charles’ throat. This was then placed in 
an evidence bag. The statement concluded: “I am a trained Medic in the police. I 
followed all protocols taught within my training and did everything I could, in my 
best abilities to assist [Mr Charles]. My involvement into this incident was 
intervention with first aid and this was carried out as best and as quickly as I 
could within the safest means." 

S7a 
290. In his 28 July 2017 statement BX47 wrote: “…I was joined by my colleague BX48 

who is a trained police medic. BX48 then assessed the situation and we decided 
to remove the cuffs.” He went on to describe BX48’s decision to start CPR and 
the insertion of the OP. BX47 stated, “We then continued to rotate taking turns 
with the chest compressions in order to ensure that nobody became too fatigued 
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to properly administer them. I was determined to ensure that I did as much as I 
could to help [Mr Charles], any way I could, so I continued to assist with CPR.” 

D313 
291. In his first prepared statement at interview BX47 wrote: “In my statement [of 28 

July 2017] I said ‘we decided to remove the handcuffs’ but I agree that the BWV 
shows that BX48 did this… The reference to ‘we’ was imprecise wording on my 
part.” 

D137, 
D140, 
D58 

292. Camera 2 of the shop’s CCTV showed BX48 entering Yours Locally, running, 
with other officers at 1.47.21am. Camera 5 then showed the officer kneeling 
down by Mr Charles’ head but the view of this was obscured. After moving 
position, BX48 placed a hand under Mr Charles’ top, Witness 1 was still holding 
Mr Charles’ head in his right hand and mouth with his left. At 1.49.00am BX48 
placed a hand near Mr Charles’ ear, before reaching down towards that bottom of 
his leg. BX48 appeared to move again to look into Mr Charles’ face before they 
repositioned to place a hand behind his left knee. 

D140, 
D58 293. After looking at Mr Charles’ face again, BX48 appeared to speak to another 

officer standing by his head. Witness 1 repositioned himself so that his body was 
no longer against Mr Charles’ hands and BX48 reached behind Mr Charles and 
removed the handcuffs at 1.49.50am, handing them to BX47. 

D140, 
D58 294. BX48 then leaned towards Mr Charles’ face while another officer in a white shirt 

knelt on the ground also looking into his face. At 1.50.35am BX48 started to 
reposition Mr Charles’ arms and legs and, along with the other officer, BX47 and 
Witness 1 placed Mr Charles in the recovery position. 

D140, 
D58 295. BX48 then appeared to organise those around Mr Charles and BX47, BX48, 

Witness 1 and another officer turned him onto his back and his jacket was pulled 
open to allow his T-shirt to be seen. BX48 again leaned close to Mr Charles’ face. 

D140, 
D58 296. Camera 5’s view of Mr Charles was largely obscured but it can be seen that his 

T-shirt has been pulled up. It appeared that something was removed from a black 
bag on the floor, although it was not clear by whom. At 1.52.13am an officer 
kneeling close to BX48 appeared to remove a breathing mask from its packaging. 
Witness 1 leaned close to Mr Charles’ face and, at 1.52.30am BX47 appeared to 
start pumping Mr Charles’ chest vigorously. After a short period he stopped and 
BX48 leant right down onto Mr Charles’ face, twice in quick succession, a clear 
plastic object could be seen on Mr Charles’ face. This sequence was repeated by 
BX47 and BX48 and a male paramedic entered the shop at 1.53.14am, followed 
by another. BX47 continued pumping Mr Charles’ chest whilst BX48 could be 
seen to be holding a plastic mask over his face. 

D67, 
D439 297. It could be heard on BX48’s BWV on their entrance to the shop that Witness 1 

said, “He’s swallowed his drugs.” BX47 responded, “I don’t, I dunno know if he 
has.” 

D67, 
D439 298. BX48’s BWV also recorded that Witness 1 said, “He hasn’t hit his head or 

anything.” BX47 said, “We’ve got him cuffed to rear, he’s breathing.” He 
continued to speak but Witness 1 spoke over him, saying, “He’s breathing. I can 
feel there’s something there. He’s got a pulse.” 
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D387, 

D439 
299. BX47’s BWV recorded what he said to BX48 when Witness 1 spoke over him, 

which was: “We’ve got him cuffed to the rear, he’s breathing but, er, he’s a bit, not 
quite right.” 

D67, 
D439 300. At 1.48.39am BX48 moved Mr Charles’ clothing and, placed a hand under it. She 

said, “Mate spit it out. If you’ve got it in your mouth spit it out.” 

D67, 
D439 301. It could be heard on BWV that while Witness 1 continued speaking, BX48 placed 

her hand behind Mr Charles’ left ear, appearing to dig a thumb into the flesh. 
Witness 1 could be heard to say ,“He’s got a pulse.” BX48 moved away from Mr 
Charles’ head and, at 1.49.14am, could be seen to be gripping his left ankle with 
both hands. BX48 moved up and down Mr Charles’ body but a piece of clothing 
obscured much of what could be seen. 

D67, 
D439 302. At 1.49.32am BX48 said, “Let’s get the cuffs off him”, proceeded to remove the 

handcuffs and then placed a hand up the back of Mr Charles’ t-shirt at 
1.49.58am. Clothing continued to obstruct the view but 14 seconds later BX48’s 
other hand can be seen up the front of the t-shirt. BX48 can be heard to say, “I 
just wanna check his… He is breathing but it’s very…”, and then, “I’m trying to get 
some pressure points.” The BWV camera moved but was further obscured by 
clothing. 

D67, 
D439 303. At 1.51.02am, it was shown on BWV that BX48 said, “Get me an OP and we’ll 

shove that down his neck and if that won’t…”. Mr Charles was moved onto his 
back with Witness 1 and another officer assisting. At 1.51.20am BX48 placed one 
hand behind Mr Charles’ head, the other under his chin, opening his mouth. 
BX48’s hand could be seen to place a curved, tube-like object into Mr Charles’ 
mouth at 1.51.37am. The camera then moved sideways to the right, towards Mr 
Charles’ chest. BX48 asked, “Breathing? Can you [inaudible] chest rising?” at 
1.51.28am. 

D67, 
D439 304. At 1.52.12am Witness 1 said, “He needs air in his lungs, he needs air in his 

lungs.” BX48 responded, “Alright, yeah [inaudible].” Witness 1 appeared to lean 
forward and administer two breaths into Mr Charles’ mouth at 1.52.21am while 
BX48 was handed a clear plastic breathing mask. BX47 could be seen to have 
placed both hands on Mr Charles’ chest. When Witness 1 finished administering 
breaths he lifted his head and BX48 fitted the mask over Mr Charles’ face while 
BX47 began to administer chest compressions at 1.52.28am.  

D67, 
D439 305. At 1.52.34am a voice could be heard on the BWV recording which said, “LAS is 

here.” At 1.52.47am BX47 stopped giving chest compressions and BX48 
appeared to give two rescue breaths, then issued the instruction “Go” at which 
point BX47 began compressions again. One more round of chest compressions 
and rescue breaths was performed before a voice, identified as a paramedic said 
“Tell me what’s going on?” to which BX48 replied “Er, we’ve got a [inaudible] foot 
chase. Think he’s swallowed something. Er, he’s got OP in.” In response to the 
question “What’s the air like going in?” BX48 replied, “It’s going in, chest’s lifting, 
chest’s rising.” 
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D67, 
D439 306. At 1.53.50am the paramedic made a physical examination of Mr Charles and 

from this point onwards BX48 and BX47 appeared to work under the direction of 
LAS staff. 

D387, 
D425 307. At 1.50.26am BX47’s BWV recorded him standing nearer to the door. He could 

be heard to sayk “I think he’s put something in there or down the side of that.” A 
police officer to BX47’s left appeared to turn in the direction of the display and 
stand directly to the left of the door. 

D425 
308. BX47’s BWV recorded that, at 1.54.21am, Witness 1 leant over Mr Charles in an 

attempt to try and give him chest compressions. BX48 was in the process of 
administering rescue breaths and instructed Witness 1: “Get off, get off!” 

D425 
309. At 1.56.42am, while BX48 continued to give rescue breaths and LAS staff worked 

on Mr Charles, BX47 said to another officer, “He was trying to force something 
down his mouth with… I’ve cuffed him to get his hands away because he kept 
trying to stuff them in his mouth, like he was trying to force something down.” 

D398 
310. Martin Graves’ report of 13 March 2018 dealt with the first aid rendered by BX48. 

Mr Graves noted that the medic officer took control of the situation on arrival and 
made an assessment of Mr Charles by checking breathing for a full ten seconds 
by placing a hand at skin level and conducted a correct AVPU test by checking 
pain responses. 

D398 
311. The report also stated that BX48 removed the handcuffs and placed Mr Charles 

in the recovery position, the recognised initial treatment for a casualty who is 
unconscious but breathing. 

D398 
312. Mr Graves noted that rescue breaths were not delivered until approximately two 

minutes and 35 seconds after the handcuffs were released. He wrote: “My 
question around this time span is, when did BX48 establish that Mr Charles was 
NOT breathing. I would suggest that even where breathing is compromised but 
the casualty is in difficulty it is standard practice to deliver rescue breaths to 
assist the casualty where possible. I accept that rescue breaths should not be 
delivered without appropriate PPE (face mask) and this accounts for some time 
as it is assembled but this still leaves approximately 2 minutes where Mr Charles 
was [not] receiving any breathing assistance.” 

D398 
313. The report recorded that BX48 continued to provide medical assistance while 

directing BX47 to conduct CPR. Mr Graves suggested that the paramedic took 
over from the police when he first came into contact with him and was 
communicating with officers. 

D398 
314. The report concluded that “…it appears it took approximately 2 ½ minutes from 

initial assessment by BX48 as to breathing to the commencement of CPR. 
Considering the initial information that BX48 received from both BX47 and 
[Witness 1] who had been in close proximity to Mr Charles and appeared to be 
monitoring him and the confusion this may have caused, I do not think that this is 
and [sic] unduly extended time or unnecessary delay in these circumstances.” Mr 
Graves added that, apart from the points he raised around time taken to 
administer rescue breaths, he believed that BX48’s first aid followed the relevant 
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training and was what he would expect to see from someone trained to an 
advanced level. 

D15 
315. LAS CAD records showed that the MPS contacted them at 1.51.53am and 

requested their assistance with an unconscious man who was reported to have 
swallowed something in Kingsland Road. Two Fast Response Units, an 
ambulance, and an Incident Response Officer were dispatched to the location. 

S1, 
S2, 
S3, 
S4, 
S5, 
S6 

316. Statements from LAS staff confirmed that, at 1.52.45am, one of the Fast 
Response Units, call sign GD59, arrived at the location. This unit was crewed by 
Paramedic Peter Fisher, and Volunteer Emergency Responder Deborah Baldwin. 
Other LAS units arrived shortly afterwards.  

S1 
317. In his account of the incident, dated 3 August 2017, Mr Fisher recalled that, on 

arrival, he was directed towards a shop and was approached by a police officer 
who came out of the shop and stated, “They are doing CPR”. Mr Fisher stated 
that he was at Mr Charles’ side within 90 to 120 seconds of arriving at the scene. 

S1, 
S1a, 
S2 

318. Mr Fisher and Ms Baldwin both recalled in their statements that, when they 
arrived, they saw Mr Charles lying on his back on the floor of the shop. They said 
that a police officer was kneeling at Mr Charles’ head, providing rescue 
ventilations via a pocket mask, while another police officer performed chest 
compressions on Mr Charles. 

S1a 
319. Mr Fisher stated that Mr Charles was not breathing and that, while he was at the 

incident, Mr Charles did not breathe for himself at any point. 

S1 
320. In his statement, Mr Fisher recalled that he asked the police officers to continue 

with providing Basic Life Support (the ventilations and the chest compressions) to 
Mr Charles, while he opened the LAS response bag and removed a laryngoscope 
and Magill forceps. Mr Fisher stated that he inserted the laryngoscope into Mr 
Charles’ mouth but could not initially see any obstruction in his airway. 

S1a 
321. Mr Fisher described in his statement how, after a further one or two rounds of 

CPR, he noticed a blue package in Mr Charles’ airway. 

S1, 
S1a 322. Mr Fisher recalled that he removed a blue package using the laryngoscope and 

Magill’s forceps. He stated, “If the object had been within easier reach in his 
mouth, I would have used my fingers to remove it, but I had to use the Magill’s 
forceps to reach the object, which was in his oral pharynx area”. He could not 
recall how large the package was. Mr Fisher noted that he placed this package to 
his side and continued to suction Mr Charles’ airway. He said that the next time 
he saw the package, it was in a police evidence bag.  

D439 
323. BX47’s BWV showed Mr Fisher removed the package from Mr Charles’ mouth. 

Although the exact moment of removal was obscured, from the movement of the 
paramedic’s arm which was visible, this occurred at approximately 2.00.50am. 

S8a 
324. BX48’s statement of 28 July 2017 confirmed Mr Charles was placed on an 

ambulance trolley by LAS staff and taken out to the ambulance. 

D51 
325. In a statement given on 28 February 2018, Dr Malik Ramadhan recorded that he 

was the duty Consultant at the Royal London Hospital on 22 July 2018. Dr 
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Ramadhan stated that Mr Charles was brought in to the hospital at 2.40am and 
was in cardiac arrest on arrival. He said that 15 minutes later Mr Charles was 
certified dead at 2.55am by the leader of the cardiac arrest team, Dr T. King. 

 

> BX47’s training and disciplinary records 

D214 
326. BX47’s training records were obtained by the IOPC. They confirmed that BX47 

had attended and passed the following relevant courses in the year before the 
incident; 

Date of course Title of course 

10 May 2017 Combined Officer Safety Training 
(OST) & Emergency Life Support 

(ELS) Refresher Phase 1 

14 December 2016 Combined OST & ELS Refresher 
Phase 2 

1 December 2016 Combined OST & ELS Refresher 
Phase 2 

4 November 2016 Enhanced First Aid 
 

D237 
327. In his second prepared statement at interview on 4 December 2017, BX47 

contested the training records that were obtained by the IOPC from the MPS. He 
stated, “At my base we have never done combined OST and ELS training… I 
believe the 10th May 2017 training was OST only. I believe the training on 1st 
December 2016 and 14th December 2016 would have been a separate OST and 
ELS session. One of those dates would have been my last ELS training before 
22nd July 2017.” 

D423 
328. The MPS confirmed that BX47 was correct in his statement in an email dated 19 

April 2018. 

D83 
329. IOPC guidelines for investigating possible discrimination state that it is relevant to 

consider any discrimination allegations (including discrimination allegations that 
have not been substantiated) that have been made against an officer. The 
guidance also suggests that, if no concerning trends in the officer’s complaint 
history are identified, this might reasonably be taken into account when 
assessing the credibility of an officer’s account. BX47’s disciplinary records 
showed one complaint of discrimination made against the officer, dating from 29 
December 2015. 

D83, 
D166 330. This complaint was investigated by the MPS and BX47 was found to have no 

case to answer on 9 August 2016. The complainant appealed this decision to the 
IPCC on 6 September 2016 and, after reviewing the evidence, the IPCC 
assessed that appeal as not upheld on 19 October 2016. 
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D215 
331. BX48’s training records were obtained by the IOPC. They confirmed that BX48 

had attended and passed the following first aid related courses in the year before 
the incident; 

Date of course Title of course 

6 July 2017 Combined OST & ELS Refresher 
Phase 1 

31 May 2017 Plus Firearms Standard First Aid 

8 May 2017 National Public Order Frontline Medic 
Course 

6 February 2017 National Public Order Frontline Medic 
Course 

13 September 2016 National Public Order Frontline Medic 
Course Assessment 

 

D84 
332. The IOPC also obtained BX48’s disciplinary records. The records showed no 

complaints against the officer for discrimination. 

 

> Forensic and medical evidence 

 

> Heart examination report 

D202 333. On 11 September 2017 Professor Mary Sheppard, Consultant in Cardiovascular 
Pathology, recorded her conclusions following an examination of Mr Charles’ 
heart. 

D202 334. Professor Sheppard’s analysis found that the examined heart was 
morphologically normal. Morphology is a biological term for dealing with the study 
of a form or structure of an organism and its features. 

 

> Brain examination report 

D326 335. Consultant Neuropathologist Professor Safa Al-Sarraj produced a statement on 6 
October 2017 in which he detailed the results of his analysis of Mr Charles’ brain. 

D326 336. Professor Al-Sarraj found that there were signs of recent axonal disruption. He 
concluded that “this could be due to ischaemia following cardiac arrest…or drug 
overdose.” He added that “correlation with toxicology is important.” 

 

> Toxicology report 
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S47 337. Senior Scientist Lindsay Ward provided a statement on 11 October 2017 and 
confirmed the results of analysis conducted on samples of blood, urine and 
vitreous humour taken at Mr Charles’ post-mortem. 

S47 338. Analysis concluded:  

 Despite very low levels of alcohol found in some samples, Mr Charles 
would not have been under the influence of alcohol at the time of the 
incident. 

 Mr Charles “may well” have been experiencing the effects of cannabis at 
the time of the incident as results indicated recent use. 

 There were no other listed substances found in Mr Charles’ samples. 

 

> Post mortem reports 

D287 339. Consultant Forensic Pathologist Dr Robert Chapman conducted a post-mortem 
examination of Mr Charles’ body on 24 July 2017. The report into that 
examination was released on 20 December 2017. In writing the report Dr 
Chapman also drew on his analysis of CCTV and BWV of the incident as well as 
a number of statements from those involved. 

D287 

340. Dr Chapman drew the following conclusions in his report: 

 That there was no evidence of natural disease which would explain Mr 
Charles’ death. 

 There were no significant injuries sufficient to cause or contribute to death.  

 There was a bruise on the chest which may have been caused by 
resuscitation efforts or during the struggle or restraint. 

 There was a 2cm bruise on the upper left back which may have been 
caused by a blow or the body coming into contact with a firm surface. 

 There was no pathological evidence of force having been applied to Mr 
Charles’ back during restraint. 

 There was no pathological evidence to suggest that pressure had been 
applied to the neck, face or lips. 

 There was no bruising to the arms, wrists or hands. 

 That he had not “…seen any evidence which would suggest that Mr 
Charles was restrained in an inappropriate position for any significant time 
with pressure applied to his trunk.” 

 That, while he “…cannot exclude some element of direct contribution to 
cardiac arrest from restraint, it appears more likely that Mr Charles had 
suffered blockage of the upper airway from a swallowed package 
immediately prior to cardiac arrest.” 

D287 341. Probable cause of death was recorded as: 

 1a Cardiac arrest. 
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 1b Upper airway obstruction by foreign body. 

D447 342. A second post-mortem examination of Mr Charles’ body was conducted by 
Consultant Forensic Pathologist Prof Peter Vanezis on 14 August 2017. Prof 
Vanezis was instructed by Mr Charles’ family and produced a report dated 15 
May 2018.  

D447 
343. Prof Vanezis described what he had seen on the CCTV: “Mr Charles is resisting 

so the officer takes him to the ground. The officer’s right arm is intermittently 
pushing down on his upper torso including the neck in an attempt to stop him 
fighting against the restraint.” Prof Vanezis stated that, after Witness 1 helped 
BX47 place Mr Charles in handcuffs, “Attempts are made to try and keep [Mr 
Charles’] airways clear.” 

D447 344. Prof Vanezis stated that BWV “…demonstrates that [Mr Charles] was held on his 
left side with his mouth clear of the ground [during initial restraint, prior to Witness 
1 becoming involved]. [After Witness 1 became involved] He was held firmly on 
the ground by [Witness 1]. [Witness 1’s] legs were partly over [Mr Charles’] upper 
thighs and his arms were over his shoulders. There was no evidence of neck 
compression or the mouth being blocked or forced down onto the ground…”.  

 345. The report recorded that “the deep dissection of the right arm appeared to show 
some bruising of the biceps area”, and that “there was some diffuse 
discolouration possibly bruising noted on the right forearm near the wrist.” 

D447 346. Prof Vanezis stated, “It was seen on CCTV footage, that as he entered into the 
shop and had placed an object into his mouth [sic].”  

D447 
347. Prof Vanezis drew the following conclusions in his report: 

 That there was no evidence of natural disease which would explain Mr 
Charles’ death. 

 That the injuries Mr Charles sustained were minor and in keeping with 
restraint and struggling against being held. 

 That bruising to the left shoulder blade was in keeping with pressure to the 
left upper back to hold Mr Charles down on the ground. 

 That there were no injuries to the mouth or face and that attempts to 
remove an object from Mr Charles’ mouth did not result in any injuries. 

 That an injury to the chest was most likely to have been caused by 
resuscitation. 

 That his view was that the restraint he had seen would have increased the 
risk of death “although one cannot say to what extent.”  

 That “it is possible that the restraint may well have made it more difficult for 
him to spit out an object by partial obstruction to the facial area, whilst he 
is held facing down onto the ground. Handcuffs would not affect his ability 
to spit.” 

 That “it appears from video evidence, that [handcuffs] were applied at a 
time when he was becoming, or in fact was, already not breathing and was 
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limp… I cannot state with any degree of likelihood to what degree the 
handcuffs may have added to the restriction of his breathing.”  

 That, in his view, restraint involving an arm around the upper torso and 
neck region would have presented a “greater risk to keeping the airway 
clear”, given that Mr Charles had something in his mouth.  

 “Holding a person by the throat and/or mouth when they are resisting 
arrest is hazardous in any event. In this case there are however, no 
injuries to support that such was the case although the CCTV shows the 
officers [sic] arm around his neck and at one stage also blocking, or 
attempting to open his mouth with his hand. In my view it is possible that 
such actions during restraint could have played a contributory role in 
causing death.” 

 “Resuscitation was delayed for about five minutes. During such a period of 
time, if he was in cardiac arrest then hypoxic brain damage would have 
been very likely. Had there been CPR started much earlier then, there may 
have had [sic] a better chance of survival.”  

 That “in relation to the cause of death, it is difficult to be accurate… it is 
very likely that the cause of death is due to airway obstruction. Restraint 
may also have played a part in the death, particularly with movement 
during the restraint of the packet into a position likely to cause obstruction.” 

D447 348. The cause of death was recorded as “upper airway obstruction by foreign body 
during a period of restraint.” 

 

> Survivability report 

D448 349. Consultant in Intensive Care Medicine and Anaesthesia Dr Jasmeet Soar was 
asked by the IOPC to produce a report identifying, to the criminal standard of 
proof (i.e. beyond reasonable doubt), whether Mr Charles would have survived 
the incident but for any actions or omissions on the part of any police officers 
involved. His report was produced on 17 May 2018.  

D448 350. Dr Soar referred to time stamps given on the CCTV footage from Yours Locally. 
In forming his opinions, Dr Soar added five minutes to these time stamps in order 
to make them conform with timings given in other evidence he was supplied with. 
As discussed in the ‘Timings given in this report’ section above, the CCTV from 
the shop was identified as being four minutes 25 seconds behind the true time. 
Accordingly, the timings quoted by Dr Soar have been adjusted to reflect this. 

D448 351. Having viewed CCTV footage of Mr Charles entering Yours Locally, Dr Soar 
described seeing Mr Charles placing the fingers of his right hand into his mouth. 
Dr Soar stated “On the balance of probabilities this is: 

a. when he put the package into his mouth, or 

b. the package was already in his mouth and he was trying to swallow it.” 
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D448 352. Dr Soar gave his opinion, based on what he observed on CCTV, that there were 
two possible explanations for Mr Charles’ behaviour when struggling after he had 
been taken to the ground by BX47. “…the possibilities are: 

a. He was actively resisting being restrained, preventing discovery of the 
package in his mouth, and trying to swallow it, or 

b. He is struggling to breathe and once on the floor he is trying to get back 
up as the package is occluding his airway and preventing him from 
breathing. His attempts to move his hand to his mouth could be a sign 
that he is choking. Sitting up and coughing could help clear his airway – 
individuals having difficulty breathing instinctively try to sit up, take 
breaths and cough in order to clear their airway and breathe. 

My opinion is based on hindsight, and review of the video footage, and it’s not 
possible for me to say precisely at what point Mr Charles [sic] condition was b. 
above. I therefore do not think it would have been immediately possible for 
BX47 to distinguish between a. and b. when Mr Charles was first restrained on 
the floor.” 

D448 353. Dr Soar stated that the clenching of Mr Charles’ mouth as described by BX47 and 
Witness 1 “…is common in when someone stops breathing and loses 
consciousness due to low oxygen levels.” 

D448 354. Dr Soar observed “BX47 describes hearing and feeling breathing – this could be 
because he is mistaken, or Mr Charles had partial airway obstruction and the 
package in the airway moved allowing some but inadequate air movement. 
Assessment of breathing by laypeople and healthcare staff can be unreliable – 
this is no criticism of BX47.” 

D448 355. Dr Soar’s report also dealt with BX48’s actions, stating that, when she arrived and 
assessed Mr Charles by placing her hand on his chest “…she says he is 
breathing. Again, this could be because she is mistaken – she says there was 
lots going on in the shop and it was difficult to hear. Mr Charles could have had 
partial airway obstruction and the package in the airway moved allowing some 
but inadequate air movement. In addition, chest and abdominal movements can 
continue despite a blockage in [the] airway, or these could be agonal breaths 
which occur when the heart stops.” 

D448 356. The report continued: “After Mr Charles was rolled on to his back BX48 states 
that she looked into Mr Charles [sic] mouth and did not see a package when she 
inserted an oropharyngeal airway. She says the airway went straight in and she 
‘knew there was nothing present in the back of his throat and there was no way 
anything had been pushed down’ – I think she is mistaken. I have inserted 
several thousand oropharyngeal airways and it is not possible to see the area 
immediately above the cords when inserting an oropharyngeal airway or rule out 
that an object in the airway has been moved… When CPR started… BX48 states 
that there was a visible chest rise when she blew into the pocket mask. It is 
possible that the package had moved at this stage or was pushed out of the 
way…when the oropharyngeal airway was inserted. The airway was then no 
longer obstructed, and ventilation of the lungs was possible.” 
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D448 357. Dr Soar wrote: “I am not critical of BX48 as identifying the moment cardiac arrest 
occurs is difficult for laypeople and healthcare staff who are not regularly involved 
in resuscitation. Abnormal gasping breathing can occur at the time of cardiac 
arrest in about a third of cases and this is frequently mistaken for normal 
breathing – it is usually short-lived (less than a minute) but can last for a few 
minutes. In addition, only experienced rescuers (such as trained paramedics) can 
do reliable pulse checks. Unless an individual is experienced in feeling for a 
pulse, pulse checks are highly unreliable as a means of confirming cardiac arrest 
– there is good evidence that the inexperienced (both laypeople and many 
healthcare staff) are unable to feel a pulse even when it is normal… BX48 does 
not mention if she ever felt for a pulse and there is no clear evidence she did so – 
it would be reasonable for her not to do so in my opinion given the lack of 
reliability of pulse checks when done by non-resuscitation experts.” 

D448 358. The report dealt with Mr Fisher’s statement that he did not see the package when 
he first examined Mr Charles: “…this is because it could have been behind the 
cords at the top of the oesophagus…or it was difficult to see in a patient laying on 
the floor having chest compressions. I note that he says he had a good view of 
the cords although the video footage suggests he only looked for a relatively 
short period and that he subsequently struggled to get a view and abandoned 
attempts to insert a tube through the cords into the windpipe…” 

D448 359. Dr Soar wrote that he believed the package “…probably occluded Mr Charles 
[sic] airway by lodging above his vocal cords… The vocal cords sit at the top of 
the wind pipe (trachea) that leads to the lungs…”. 

D448 360. In relation to CPR Dr Soar wrote: “Once consciousness is lost by a person with 
suspected choking, current guidelines recommend starting CPR with chest 
compressions and rescue breaths… It appears that despite BX47 and BX48 
knowing that Mr Charles had probably swallowed a package and that he was 
unconscious at [1.46.25am], CPR was not actually started until about 
[1.52.25am]. This is not a straight forward scenario for [a] non-expert resuscitator 
however (and I would include BX48 as being a non-expert) – chest compressions 
are usually given to pump blood around the body as opposed to dislodge an 
airway foreign body. 

D448 361. Dr Soar observed that LAS had received a call about “a male who ‘has swallowed 
something and is now unconscious’” at 1.51.53am. He noted that the first 
paramedic Mr Fisher stated he was at the scene at 1.52.45am and with the 
patient 90 to 120 seconds later. 

D448 362. Dr Soar concluded in his report that, in his opinion: 

1. “…on the balance of probabilities, Mr Charles choked on the package at 
around the time he was restrained and taken to the floor and early 
(seconds) during the subsequent restraint on the floor at about 
[1.44.25/1.45.25am] on 22 July 2018.” 

2. “…it is beyond reasonable doubt that Mr Charles was unconscious at 
about [1.46.25am].” 

3.  “…on the balance of probabilities, if manoeuvres (allowing Mr Charles to 
sit up and cough, and or back blows and abdominal thrusts by BX47) 
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which are part of current guidelines for choking had been done before Mr 
Charles lost consciousness he would have survived.” 

4. “…on the balance of probabilities Mr Charles [sic] heart stopped beating 
(cardiac arrest) by about [1.51.25am].” 

5. “…had an ambulance been summoned at or around [1.46.25am] when Mr 
Charles lost consciousness, and the ambulance response time was similar 
to that which actually occurred, the paramedic would have arrived on 
scene at about [1.48.25am]. If the paramedic then provided adequate 
oxygenation and ventilation before Mr Charles [sic] heart stopped 
[01:51.25am], and in my opinion this would have been the case, on the 
balance of probabilities Mr Charles would have survived, albeit with the 
possibility of some degree of brain damage due to the preceding lack of 
oxygen to his brain.” 

6. “…on the balance of probabilities survival was not possible once cardiac 
arrest had occurred, i.e. about [1.51.25am].” 

D448 363. The report noted that Dr Soar was unable to reach his conclusions on points 1, 3, 
5 and 6 beyond reasonable doubt. On point 4 Dr Soar wrote “It is possible cardiac 
arrest occurred earlier, but my opinion would be speculative.” 

D448 364. In relation to conclusion 3, Dr Soar stated, “Based on the video evidence I have 
reviewed I do not think that BX47 was in a position to diagnose Mr Charles was 
choking at the time ([1.44.25/1.45.25am]) when these intervention [sic] were 
feasible as he was trying to restrain Mr Charles from behind. The restraint on the 
ground also diminished Mr Charles [sic] ability to sit up and cough out the 
package.” 

D449 365. Dr Soar produced an addendum to his report dated 18 May 2018, which included 
his opinion based on viewing the BWV from BX47 and BX48. This addendum 
stated that BWV footage did not materially change the opinions and conclusions 
given in his original report. 

 

> Analysis of evidence 

 BWV 

 366. None of the officers activated their BWV when they attempted to stop the Astra 
and during the subsequent foot chase. If BWV had been available to the 
investigation it may have assisted independently verifying circumstances 
surrounding the attempted vehicle stop and subsequent chase. 

 367. The wording of the MPS BWV policy states that cameras should be activated 
“when a user decides to use statutory powers to stop a motor vehicle in order to 
engage with one or more of the occupants.” Although officers had attempted to 
stop the vehicle, the evidence suggests the situation did not progress to the stage 
at which they could engage with the occupants.   

 368. The policy also states that BWV should be switched on “when users would have 
been expected or required to have completed a written record or report of an 
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encounter or incident.”. This wording appears to be vague when taken in 
conjunction with the stipulation in the last paragraph as it does not indicate at 
what point in the encounter or incident cameras should be activated. Given this, 
the officers appear to have followed MPS policy in relation to the incident prior to 
Mr Charles’ entry to the shop. 

 369. BX47 stated that he believed he activated his BWV around the time he initially 
detained Mr Charles. 

 370. BWV showed that the camera became active just as he had turned Mr Charles 
around and had begun walking him down the aisle towards the front of the shop. 

 371. The MPS policy stipulates that officers should start recording “when the use of 
BWV would provide transparency of an encounter (for example stop and search, 
use of force).” 

 372. While CCTV evidence confirms that activation at this point means only 
approximately one second of BX47’s use of force on Mr Charles was not 
captured, had the incident not been covered by CCTV and witness evidence, 
there would have been no way of independently verifying that no further force 
occurred prior to the activation of BWV. 

 373. Evidence suggests that BX47 did follow MPS policy on the use of BWV during his 
use of force against Mr Charles. It should be noted, however, that the officer’s 
camera could have been activated slightly earlier in order to capture the entirety 
of the incident. 

 374. Officers who attended Yours Locally after BX47’s initial interaction with Mr 
Charles activated their BWV on arrival, having received intelligence via their 
radios that BX47 required assistance. 

 375. The extensive footage coverage of the incident in addition to evidence from 
witnesses (both police and members of the public) indicates that PC Streather 
was not witness to anything which is not captured by BWV from other officers. 
The Lead Investigator is satisfied that the loss of PC Streather’s footage by MPS 
does not represent a significant evidential loss to the investigation. 

 376. This use of BWV is in line with MPS BWV policy, which states that officers should 
activate their cameras when it might assist by providing a record relating to an 
offence or suspected offence, when officers would have been expected or 
required to complete a written record of an incident, or at critical incidents. 

 

> Interaction with Mr Charles prior to entering the Yours Locally shop 

 The vehicle stop 

 377. Despite the extensive efforts made by the IOPC to identify further witnesses and 
CCTV from a variety of sources in the area of the incident, the available evidence 
relating to the initial interaction with Mr Charles and the vehicle he was in comes 
almost entirely from the crew of carrier U223. Evidence independent of the police 
officers’ statements are the recorded PNC checks made by PC Turner relating to 
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the Astra using the police carrier’s Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) and the local 
authority CCTV. The PNC audit suggests the checks had been carried out. 

 378. The CCTV appears to support the description of events given by police officers. 
The CCTV shows the carrier performing a turning manoeuvre on Kingsland Road 
to the south of the junction with Middleton Road, which is consistent with the 
accounts. The timing of this manoeuvre also corresponds with the time the MDT 
checks were conducted, as well the overall description of the incident provided by 
the carrier crew. 

 379. Officers’ recollections as to whether the carrier activated its lights when 
attempting to stop the Astra differ. PC Turner and BX47 stated that it did, while 
the rest of the crew could not remember. The brief appearance of the carrier on 
CCTV shows that it did activate blue lights when turning further down Kingsland 
Road in order to make its way back to the Astra. 

 380. PC Turner described the collective decision to stop the Astra under Section 163 
of the RTA. The power to stop a vehicle under Section 163 does not require the 
officer to have reasonable grounds for suspicion. However, officers are subject to 
the public sector equality duty under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 in the 
exercise of their duties.  Therefore they are not permitted to stop a vehicle solely 
based on the grounds of the race of those within the vehicle. 

 381. The APP on stop and search stresses that officers are “not permitted to stop a 
vehicle solely based on relevant protected characteristics, including the race”. 
However, there is no evidence to suggest the stop was based on protected 
characteristics as it appears from the analysis of the evidence below. 

 382. There appears to be general consistency across officers’ statements providing 
the reasons which led to their decision to stop the Astra under the RTA. PC 
Richardson described how “The driver of the vehicle looked at the police carrier 
wide eyed and then averted his gaze which I would interpret as suspicious 
behaviour.” The officer also mentioned the specific BDO and FIT training he had 
received which he said allowed him to detect suspicious behaviour and driving. 

 383. The Astra’s manner of driving was also cited consistently by the police officers 
from the carrier as a reason for suspicion to stop the vehicle. While it appears 
some of the officers remembered that the Astra had changed direction twice, 
some of the officers recalled three changes. The evidence indicates the general 
behaviour of driving was described as forming the basis of the decision to 
conduct the stop. 

 384. PCs Richardson, Turner and Baker all recorded that the Astra was a hire vehicle, 
while PC Richardson explained he had knowledge that hire cars were used 
locally for drug dealing. PC Baker also described the area as known for drug 
supply. 

 385. BX48 and PC Turner stated in their accounts that they were unable to see the 
ethnicity of those in the Astra because of their seating position in the carrier and 
the tinted windows of the vehicle. PCs Richardson, Streather and BX47 all 
explicitly stated that the ethnicity of the occupants of the vehicle was not a factor 
in their decision making.  
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 386. It appears the actions and decisions of the police officers were based on the fact 
that the Astra was a hire car, the manner of driving, the behaviour of driver and 
knowledge of the area, specifically in relation to drug dealing. There is no 
evidence to suggest the decision and actions to attempt to stop the Astra were 
based solely on the grounds of the race of the driver which would amount to 
unlawful discrimination under the Equality Act 2010.  It appears that these 
decisions and actions were in line with legislation, national guidance and local 
policies. 

 Following Mr Charles on foot 

 387. PCs Richardson and Streather stated that MPS policy did not allow them to 
engage in a pursuit of the Astra when it left the scene. This appears to be correct 
as carriers are categorised in the MPS policy as a category of vehicle prohibited 
from undertaking pursuits of other vehicles. Drivers of carriers are also instructed 
by MPS policy not to drive in response mode in order to maintain contact with a 
vehicle. 

 388. BX47, BX48 and PC Richardson also mentioned in their statements that they did 
not follow the Astra due to safety concerns from weather and road conditions. PC 
Streather cited the vehicle’s manner of driving and speed (weaving through 
traffic, causing other vehicles to brake violently etc.). Although these factors do 
not link directly to policy, they do provide further information to inform the officers’ 
NDM risk assessments.  

 389. It appears that, despite Mr Charles’ name featuring in briefing materials which 
Insp Holyoak confirmed he delivered to officers, no photograph was included and 
therefore the evidence suggests it would not have been possible for officers who 
did not have previous knowledge of Mr Charles to recognise him when he exited 
the vehicle.  

 390. PC Baker confirmed that he had previously dealt with Mr Charles from 2003 to 
2014 and had read his name on an MPS intelligence database in the week of the 
incident but that he had been “a lot younger” when he had dealt with him. PC 
Baker told this investigation that he did not recognise Mr Charles on 22 July 
2017.  

 391. Based on the evidence obtained, none of the police officers involved recalled 
whether BX47 or PC Streather had called or shouted anything to Mr Charles 
during the foot chase and PCs Richardson and Baker were not able to say 
whether Mr Charles had been aware that police wanted him to stop. BX48 stated 
that Mr Charles had looked directly at the police carrier as he was running away 
and changed direction as the officers drew level with him.  BX47 said that he 
believed Mr Charles was aware of the police presence because he had run from 
a vehicle which the carrier had attempted to stop. 

 392. The evidence suggests that Mr Charles left the Astra as the police vehicle 
attempted to stop it and then ran away from police officers, only stopping when 
he entered Yours Locally and he was confronted by BX47.   

 393. The evidence appears to indicate the actions of the police officers in following Mr 
Charles were based on the behaviour of Mr Charles after he had exited the Astra. 
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The evidence suggests that the police officers did not recognise Mr Charles or 
target him because of who he was or his ethnicity. This accords with guidance 
from the APP on stop and search. Evidence appears to suggest that the decision 
was made based on the reasonable grounds for suspicion required by PACE 
(those being that Mr Charles had run from a vehicle that the officers had 
attempted to stop). Officers also cited the MPS policy disallowing them from 
pursuing or attempting to keep contact with the Astra. They reinforced this 
decision with risk assessments based on factors such as weather and manner of 
driving. The Lead Investigator judged that this evidence did not give rise to an 
indication of a potential breach of professional standards, or that a criminal 
offence may have been committed during the course of this investigation. 

 

> Interaction with Mr Charles in the Yours Locally shop 

 
394. In addition to statements from witnesses, CCTV and BWV extensively cover the 

interaction between BX47 and Mr Charles inside the shop. BWV also recorded 
audio which adds another dimension to the evidence available. 

 
395. While witnesses will, by definition, always offer an individual, subjective 

perspective of events, visual and audio recordings may be relied on as being 
more objective in comparison, recording what happened within the audible vicinity 
of the relevant device.  

 
396. There are a number of factors which need to be noted when considering 

statements from witnesses in this case.  

 
397. Witness 3 stated that he, Mr Walsh and Mr Martinho, while not drunk, had been 

out drinking before they arrived at the shop. This may have effected their 
perception and recollection and therefore the statements they gave. 

 
398. Witness 3 was “not 100% sure” how accurate his memory of what, if anything, 

BX47 had said on entry to the shop. Mr Martinho’s statement refers to Mr Charles 
having difficulty breathing and Witness 1 arriving before Mr Charles was on the 
floor. This order of events differs from all of the other witnesses’ recollections and 
what is visible on BWV and CCTV. 

 
399. Timings vary significantly between the witness accounts. Mr Ozpalas stated that 

“After not even one minute other Police Officers, maybe 8 of them arrived.” 
Witness 3 said that three or four officers attended at the same point. Witness 4 
estimated the time for the officers to arrive was two minutes. 

 
400. There are also instances where witnesses’ accounts contradict themselves or are 

contradicted by CCTV or BWV. 

 
401. James Walsh initially described the restraint of Mr Charles as “a fight” and then 

went on to state that a later stage of the same restraint was “not a fight”.  

 
402. Witness 1 was adamant when he was interviewed that BX47 had not told him that 

he suspected that Mr Charles had swallowed something but the officer’s BWV 
clearly records him asking the officer “Has he swallowed something?” and BX47 
replying “I think he’s swallowed something yeah.” 
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403. That these accounts vary and contain errors is understandable, given individual 

perspective and memory, as well as the stressful nature of what was actually 
witnessed. 

 
404. In terms of physical events, BX47’s accounts appear to be accurate, with the 

exception of some discrepancies which are dealt with elsewhere in this report. 
This can be tested by comparison to the CCTV and BWV evidence. When it is 
considered that the officer wrote his first two statements without having seen his 
BWV, this may lend credibility to the accounts. 

 
405. CCTV shows that, as Mr Charles entered the shop, he raised his hand to his 

mouth and pushed three fingers deeply into his mouth. The camera view and 
angle does not show whether an object was placed in the mouth at this point. Mr 
Charles is now continually recorded by CCTV and BWV until the plastic wrapped 
package is removed from his mouth by the paramedic Mr Fisher. Mr Charles 
could not be seen to place either hand in his mouth in the intervening period.  

 
406. Dr Soar commented that he believed, on the balance of probabilities, that when 

Mr Charles was shown on CCTV pushing his fingers into his mouth, he was either 
putting the package in his mouth or that it was already there and that he was 
attempting to swallow it at that point. 

 
407. Prof Vanezis also described CCTV as showing Mr Charles placing an object in 

his mouth when he entered the shop. 

 
408. BX47 wrote in his statement that he saw Mr Charles raise his arm on entering the 

shop and that he believed he may have thrown something. In the shop, while 
standing next to the display by the entrance, he told a colleague that he believed 
“he’s put something in there or down the side of that.” This is in the same location 
that Mr Charles put his hand in his mouth and it appears BX47 may have 
mistaken this movement for a throwing action. 

 
409. The evidence appears to suggest that Mr Charles either placed the package in 

his mouth or pushed it further into his mouth just after he entered the shop. 

 
410. BX47 has stated that his aim was to detain Mr Charles for the purpose of 

searching him in accordance with Section 1 of PACE. He argued that he believed 
that Mr Charles had made attempts to evade police, having run from the Astra 
and failed to stop despite being aware of the intentions of himself and his 
colleagues. 

 
411. BX47 has told the investigation that he had no knowledge of Mr Charles, from 

intelligence or personally. The officer has stated that Mr Charles’ race had had no 
bearing on his risk assessment of the incident as a whole or his specific actions.  

 
412. BX47’s disciplinary records do not indicate a history of proven discrimination on 

the part of the officer. 

 
413. Witness accounts varied as to whether BX47 said anything as he detained Mr 

Charles in order to conduct the search. Witness 3 could not be sure whether the 
officer told Mr Charles to stop. Witness 4, Mr Martinho and Mr Walsh could not 
remember any conversation between BX47 and Mr Charles. 
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414. BX47’s statement that “It would have been impractical and potentially dangerous 

to have first told Mr Charles that he was detained for the purpose of a search and 
to give full grounds before searching him” indicates that he did not inform him of 
his intentions. 

 
415. The evidence suggests that the original suspicions raised as rationale for 

stopping the Astra combined with Mr Charles’ behaviour in running from police 
did appear to provide BX47 with the reasonable grounds for suspicion which are 
required by Section 1 of PACE. 

 
416. CCTV evidence shows BX47 wrapping his arms around Mr Charles as soon as 

he reaches him in the shop and attempting to hold his hands behind his back as 
he walked him to the front of the shop.  

 
417. BX47 stated that he initially took hold of Mr Charles because he was 

“…conscious that due to the nature of what had just occurred with the car, his 
behaviour and the reason for our deployment in the area, it was possible he may 
have a weapon concealed on his person.” He also told IOPC investigators that he 
relied on powers under Section 117 of PACE when using force in this instance. 

 
418. With the evidence suggesting that BX47 had grounds for conducting a search, 

the test cited by Mr Graves needs to be applied when determining whether the 
force used by BX47 was reasonable, appropriate and proportionate in the 
circumstances. That is “… whether force was firstly necessary in the 
circumstances as the officer ‘believed’ or ‘perceived’ them to be, then whether the 
force used was ‘proportionate’ to that ‘perceived’ threat should form the primary 
basis of establishing if it was justifiable or excessive.” 

 
419. The evidence appears to suggest that BX47’s aim was to control Mr Charles’ 

arms due to his suspicion that he might have a weapon. Mr Graves concluded 
that this initial use of force was reasonable, appropriate and proportionate.  

 
420. Both CCTV and BWV show that, while Mr Charles does not offer violence to 

BX47, Mr Charles does resist when BX47 attempts to take control of his arms. Mr 
Charles initially raises his left forearm, pivoting it at the elbow so that the hand 
comes up in front of his face. Then, as they reach the low freezer unit, Mr Charles 
pulls this arm upwards almost breaking the BX47’s grip and then pulls his right 
arm free completely. 

 
421. BX47 stated that Mr Charles managed to free his arm twice and brought his hand 

to his mouth on both occasions. CCTV shows this to be incorrect although the 
initial pivot may have accounted for the first perceived ‘break away’. It appears 
that BX47 thought Mr Charles was putting his hand to his mouth when it appears 
from CCTV that he only brought his hands in front of his body or face. This may 
be explained by CCTV footage, which shows that BX47’s face was directly 
behind Mr Charles’ head and that he therefore did not have a clear view. 

 
422. BX47 maintained in his evidence that his reason for taking Mr Charles to the 

ground was to “better control him there and again prevent him swallowing 
something.” 
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423. BX47 described his concerns around his perception that Mr Charles would 

swallow drugs “…that the package could open inside the body and poison him or 
he could choke on the package.” 

 
424. Prof Vanezis, the pathologist engaged by Mr Charles’ family, described what he 

saw on CCTV as “Mr Charles is resisting so the officer takes him to the ground.” 

 
425. Ian Read concluded that “if Mr Charles continued to struggle, it is likely that as he 

could not be controlled in a standing position, he would need to be restrained on 
the ground.” Mr Graves stated “…taking or directing a potentially resistive subject 
to the floor is often the safest option in such situations.” 

 
426. Mr Read also stated that “absolute perfection in the application of a technique is 

unlikely…” when not in a training environment. 

 
427. BX47 has been consistent in his assertion that he believed Mr Charles had tried 

to put his hands to his mouth. He told this to colleagues who arrived in the 
immediate aftermath of the restraint, he also stated it to Insp Holyoak outside the 
shop and he repeated it in all of his subsequent statements.  

 
428. There is evidence to suggest that BX47 believed or perceived that Mr Charles 

“may have placed an item in his mouth which he may have swallowed, or he may 
have been reaching for his mouth to try to push something down his throat which 
he had placed in his mouth. He may have had more than one item on him that he 
may be trying to put in his mouth”. 

 
429. The evidence suggests that Mr Charles did pull his hands away and that it 

appeared to BX47 that he was putting his hands to his mouth, therefore, it 
appears the decision to take Mr Charles to the ground may have been necessary 
and proportionate. 

 
430. The seatbelt or rear takedown technique used to move Mr Charles to the floor 

was described by Mr Graves as “not text book” but in line with training and policy. 

 
431. Mr Graves stated, “whilst it is difficult to see the exact position of BX47’s arms his 

right arm does not appear to be tightened around Mr Charles [sic] throat. 
Although it appears that BX47 has his arm around Mr Charles [sic] throat for a 
few seconds it is my opinion that this is momentary and caused by both his and 
Mr Charles [sic] movements as they go to the ground. Once he is on the ground 
BX47 moves his arm and appears to try and take hold of Mr Charles around the 
jaw area therefore releasing any pressure around the neck or throat.” CCTV 
showed that this hold around the neck or throat lasted for approximately two and 
a half seconds. 

 
432. Dr Chapman’s post-mortem report found that there was no pathological evidence 

to suggest that pressure had been applied to Mr Charles’ neck and there were no 
significant injuries sufficient to cause or contribute to death. Dr Chapman also 
said he had not seen any evidence which would suggest that Mr Charles was 
restrained in an inappropriate position for any significant time with pressure 
applied to his trunk. Dr Chapman provided no pathological evidence to suggest 
pressure had been applied to Mr Charles’ face or lips.  
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433. Prof Vanezis’ post-mortem report also suggests no pathological evidence of injury 

to the throat, mouth or face and that the attempts that had been made to remove 
an object from Mr Charles’ mouth had not resulted in any injury. Additionally, Prof 
Vanezis stated that injuries that Mr Charles did have were “minor” and were in 
keeping with restraint and struggling against being held. The report made 
reference to BX47 holding Mr Charles around the neck “and/or” mouth stating 
that this is hazardous and that such actions could have played a contributory role 
in causing death, and that this presented a greater risk to keeping the airway 
clear. As noted above, the hold that CCTV evidence suggests that BX47 had on 
Mr Charles’ neck or throat lasted approximately two and a half seconds. Prof 
Vanezis went on to reaffirm that there are no injuries consistent with being held 
around the throat and/or mouth. The report describes BX47 “…at one stage also 
blocking, or attempting to open [Mr Charles’] mouth with his hand.” While CCTV, 
BWV and BX47’s statement all suggest that BX47 was trying to open Mr Charles’ 
mouth, there does not appear to be any evidence of BX47 blocking his mouth 
with his hand. 

 
434. Prof Vanezis described what he observed on CCTV as “the officer’s right arm is 

intermittently pushing down on his upper torso including the neck in an attempt to 
stop him fighting against the restraint.” The view offered by CCTV did appear 
show that BX47’s arm may have pressed against Mr Charles’ body as they 
struggled on the floor, but, due to the angle of BX47’s body, it was not possible to 
ascertain if his arm came into contact with Mr Charles’ neck. 

 
435. Dr Soar believed, on the balance of probabilities, that Mr Charles was choking 

when he was initially restrained and taken to the ground. Dr Soar’s opinion was 
that Mr Charles may have been resisting BX47 as he was taken down and once 
he was on the floor or that he may have been struggling to breathe. He gave the 
opinion that it would not have been possible for BX47 to distinguish between the 
two at this point. 

 
436. Both of the use of force experts provided opinion on the pressure applied by 

BX47 to Mr Charles’ face when he was on the ground. Both experts stated that 
BX47 was not making use of recognised pressure points. Mr Read wrote 
“Application of pressure to the mandibular pressure point is difficult in a single 
officer restraint when the person is resisting. The officer may resort to other 
methods such as applying pressure to the cheekbone in order to encourage the 
person to spit out the suspected drugs.” Mr Graves’ view was: “This is not a 
recognised pressure point but is close to a number on the underside of the jaw 
and near the ear” and that “attempts are made to utilise the recommended 
pressure points albeit it not as covered in training.” 

 
437. BX47 stated that he had been trying to apply pressure to the mandibular point in 

an effort to get Mr Charles to open his mouth. He stated that he had been trained 
to perform this on someone in an upright position and had “…been trying to adapt 
this as best I could to someone… in a prone position. When this didn’t work… I 
then press[ed] my finger into his face just beneath the cheekbone because this 
area is quite tender.” 

 
438. The decision maker, when forming a view as to whether BX47 may have had 

reasonable grounds for suspicion as the basis for the Section 1 PACE search, 
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may consider that the reasons BX47 has given appear to be objectively 
reasonable (as stipulated in the CoP APP on stop and search) given the 
information available to him. Section 117 of PACE permits the use of reasonable 
force in exercising any power under the Act. The officer’s statement, Prof 
Vanezis’ report, BWV and CCTV all suggest that BX47 was not able to control Mr 
Charles’ arms as he pulled them away.  The evidence also indicates that BX47’s 
perception of the circumstances was that Mr Charles was attempting to place his 
hands in his mouth. Dr Soar’s evidence suggests that, although Mr Charles may 
have been choking at this point, BX47 was not able to see this.  

 
439. The rationale given for taking Mr Charles to the ground follows the NDM, and the 

technique used has been assessed by Mr Graves as not being as taught but still 
in line with training and policy. Mr Read stated that BX47’s execution of the 
takedown was not perfect but remained within guidelines. 

 
440. Evidence from Prof Vanezis and CCTV indicate that, once on the ground, BX47 

did hold Mr Charles around the neck but CCTV also shows that this occurred for 
less than three seconds. Both post-mortem reports suggest that the force used 
against Mr Charles was not sufficient to inflict injuries to the neck, mouth or face. 
Prof Vanezis described injuries which were sustained by Mr Charles as being 
minor. BX47 stated that he was unable to utilise exact pressure point control on 
the ground and Mr Read and Mr Graves have assessed his attempts to open Mr 
Charles’ mouth as being acceptable techniques in relation to guidance and 
training.  

 
Handcuffing 

 
441. BX47 has consistently stated that he handcuffed Mr Charles in order to stop him 

placing his hands to his mouth. He told another officer “I’ve cuffed him to get his 
hands away because he kept trying to stuff them in his mouth, like he was trying 
to force something down” while LAS were still at the scene.  

 
442. Both CCTV and BWV showed Mr Charles struggling with BX47 on the floor and 

BX47 having difficulty controlling Mr Charles’ hands. 

 
443. BX47 stated at interview that, apart from giving Witness 1 instructions around 

handcuffing, he did not believe he was acting under his direction. This is 
corroborated by Witness 1 who stated that he was not given instructions other 
than around the application of handcuffs. 

 
444. BX47 did, however, concede that he did cancel Witness 1’s request for the 

bystander to place something in Mr Charles’ mouth. He also appears to contradict 
himself when he said that he would have told Witness 1 to move if he had been 
concerned about his body position in relation to Mr Charles. 

 
445. Ian Read pointed out that, if an officer “…considers the person to be a danger to 

him/herself or others or to prevent their escape, it is likely that handcuffs would be 
used.” Mr Read concluded that BX47 acted within MPS guidelines and in 
accordance with national police OST standards. 

 
446. Dr Chapman’s post-mortem report found that there was no bruising to Mr 

Charles’ arms, hands or wrists and that there was no evidence that he was 
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restrained in an inappropriate position for any significant time with pressure 
applied to his trunk or back. 

 
447. The post-mortem report of Prof Vanezis noted some deep bruising to Mr Charles’ 

right arm and some discolouration, which was possibly bruising, near the right 
wrist. However, he concluded that Mr Charles’ injuries were minor. The report 
also concluded that being placed in handcuffs did not affect Mr Charles’ ability to 
spit out an object. Prof Vanezis was unable to state with any degree of likelihood 
the extent to which handcuffs may have added to any restriction on Mr Charles’ 
breathing. 

 
448. Dr Soar’s report explained that Mr Charles may have been struggling because he 

was choking and that he may have been putting his hands to his face for this 
reason. Dr Soar also did not think that BX47 was able to recognise that Mr 
Charles was choking at this point. 

 
449. BX47 has stated that he was concentrating on Mr Charles’ hands and not his face 

when he was handcuffing him. 

 
450. The recording on BWV of BX47 saying to Witness 1 in relation to Mr Charles “I’m 

not going to hurt him”, suggests that the officer’s intent was not to cause harm to 
him. 

 
451. The evidence suggests that BX47 could not control Mr Charles on the ground and 

that it appeared to the officer that he was putting his hands to his mouth. Dr Soar 
stated that BX47 would not have been aware that Mr Charles may have been 
choking at that point and this is supported by BX47’s statement that his attention 
was on Mr Charles’ hands rather than on his face. Therefore BX47’s decision to 
handcuff Mr Charles on the ground appears to be in line with national and local 
policies and training. 

 
Restraint by Witness 1 

 
452. There is no evidence to suggest that Witness 1 has any connection to the police; 

he confirmed this, audio from BWV recorded that he did not identify himself as a 
police officer at any time at the scene and the police officers present at the 
incident did not treat him as such. 

 
453. Both Witness 1’s account at interview and the CCTV appeared to show that his 

involvement in the restrain was spontaneous. In footage he could be seen 
walking into the shop unhurriedly with his hands in his pockets. 

 
454. Witness 1 stated that he had initially became involved as he believed that Mr 

Charles was resisting arrest and that he had hoped to give assistance to the 
police. He also stated that he had wanted to stop Mr Charles “causing himself 
more harm.” 

 
455. CCTV and BWV, as well as his account given at interview showed that Witness 1 

did push Mr Charles down to the ground when he first came to the assistance of 
BX47. 

 
456. Prof Vanezis described what he saw on CCTV as: “He was held firmly on the 

ground by one individual [Witness 1]. His legs were partly over [Mr Charles’] 
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upper thighs and his arms were over his shoulders. There was no evidence of 
neck compression or the mouth being blocked or forced down onto the ground…” 

 
457. His comment of “don’t hurt him” to BX47 while Mr Charles was being handcuffed 

supports Witness 1’s general assertion that he did not intend harm to come to Mr 
Charles. 

 
458. Witness 1 stressed that he did not have his body weight on Mr Charles while he 

was handcuffed on the ground, rather that it was on his right knee and right elbow 
which were on the floor behind Mr Charles’ body. This is corroborated by Witness 
2 who was standing close by and said, “He didn’t put all his weight on the man, 
as he was supporting himself on one of his feet.” 

 
459. BWV and CCTV confirms the witness accounts although it did show that Witness 

1’s left leg did rest on Mr Charles’ leg and buttocks at points throughout the 
incident. 

 
460. While Prof Vanezis stated that he believed bruising to the upper left back was in 

keeping with pressure to that area to hold Mr Charles down on the ground, Dr 
Chapman believed that this was caused by Mr Charles’ back coming into contact 
with a hard surface rather than pressure being applied to it. 

 
461. Dr Chapman’s post-mortem report found that there was no pathological evidence 

of force having been applied to Mr Charles’ back during restraint. 

 
462. Audio from BWV and Witness 1’s own account appear to suggest that he 

believed that he was assisting BX47 in the detention and restraint of Mr Charles 
and that he was attempting to reduce any harm to Mr Charles. While Prof 
Vanezis stated that Witness 1 initially held Mr Charles down, he believed the 
resultant injury to his back to be minor. Witness evidence, CCTV and BWV 
footage and the Dr Chapman’s post-mortem report all indicate that Witness 1 did 
not apply significant pressure or force to Mr Charles’ body in his interaction with 
him.  

 

> The assistance provided to Mr Charles after initial restraint 

 463. Witnesses, BWV and CCTV all indicated that BX47 placed Mr Charles on his side 
after he was handcuffed. BX47 stated that he did this to prevent positional 
asphyxia. 

 464. Throughout their interaction with Mr Charles, BX47 and Witness 1 were recorded 
on BWV stating that he was breathing. However, the audio recording appears to 
indicate that BX47 believed that Mr Charles was suffering some type of medical 
emergency. There were repeated instructions to breathe and BX47 told Witness 1 
that Mr Charles was not “putting it on” and stated in his handover to BX48 “he’s 
breathing but, er, he’s a bit, not quite right.”  

 465. Witness 3 described how Mr Charles displaying breathing problems “changed the 
situation from the resisting/restraining to assisting the male.” 
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 466. Dr Soar believed that either BX47 (and therefore Witness 1 too) was mistaken in 
his belief that Mr Charles was breathing, or that the obstruction in his airway may 
have moved and was allowing some movement of air but that this was 
inadequate. Dr Soar stated that a reliable assessment of breathing is difficult for 
laypeople and he did not criticise BX47 for this. 

 467. BX47 stated that he delivered abdominal thrusts when he believed that Mr 
Charles was in distress. This is confirmed on both CCTV and BWV.  

 468. The relevant training which had been received by BX47 instructs that abdominal 
thrusts should be preceded by back blows and that an ambulance should be 
called after at least three cycles.  

 469. Martin Graves noted that, although BX47 did carry out some checks on Mr 
Charles, he did not follow the standard AVPU method and did not conduct any of 
his checks for at least ten seconds. Mr Graves’ report stated that BX47 should 
have treated Mr Charles as unresponsive given the symptoms he has observed 
on CCTV and BWV. 

 470. Mr Graves also noted that BX47 did not place Mr Charles in the recovery 
position, although, by placing him on his side, he did go some way to ensuring 
that his airways were open and maintained. He concluded that BX47 did not 
follow “standard first aid protocols.” 

 471. Mr Graves identified that there was a delay of between one minute and 36 
seconds and one minute and 56 seconds between Mr Charles displaying signs of 
suffering from a medical emergency and BX47 radioing for an ambulance. 

 472. Despite both Mr Walsh and Witness 3 stating they believed Mr Charles was 
choking, Martin Graves was of the opinion that he did not display “text book” 
symptoms despite being in obvious respiratory distress. 

 473. BX47 wrote in his prepared statement at interview that he would have applied 
back blows as well as abdominal thrusts had he seen “obvious signs of 
asphyxiation that I am trained to recognise such as gasping for breath, trying to 
cough, struggling to breath, change of colour, but rather he was straining and 
clenching [his teeth], but he was breathing”. 

 474. However, this contradicts his statement of 28 July 2017, in which he wrote that 
“[Mr Charles] continued to strain himself clenching his mouth shut, but he seemed 
to be in distress now and the colour of his face had changed.” He also stated that 
he had administered the abdominal thrusts “in an attempt to remove anything that 
may be lodged [in] his windpipe.” 

 475. BX47 stated that he had not removed Mr Charles from handcuffs because the 
fact he had heard Witness 1 stating the he was biting his fingers led him to 
believe that Mr Charles was not unresponsive or unconscious. BX47 suggested 
that, if Mr Charles were indeed biting “it wouldn’t have been a good idea to take 
the handcuffs off.” He also said “I could not be sure that removing the handcuffs 
would not lead to him putting his hands to his mouth again, or trying to do so.” 
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 476. Martin Graves’ opinion is that Mr Charles should have been recognised as being 
unresponsive. Mr Charles was not seen to move on CCTV or BWV after being 
handcuffed. Both BX47 and Witness 1 described him as straining and clenching 
his teeth after being restrained. Witness 1 also stated that Mr Charles was 
moving while in handcuffs on the floor, although he acknowledged that this 
movement was gradually reducing. 

 477. Dr Soar’s report suggested it is common for a person who has stopped breathing 
and lost consciousness to clench their teeth. 

 478. Dr Soar stated that, “Once consciousness is lost by a person with suspected 
choking, current guidelines recommend starting CPR with chest compressions 
and rescue breaths”. He also observed that “it appears that despite BX47… 
knowing that Mr Charles had probably swallowed a package and that he was 
unconscious… CPR was not actually started…” 

 479. ELS training advises that CPR should be given if a choking casualty collapses. It 
further states “due to the treatment given, we are already aware that they are 
unresponsive and not breathing”. 

 480. Evidence suggests that BX47 believed that Mr Charles was breathing up until the 
arrival of BX48. BX47 also stated in his prepared statement provided during 
interview that he did not believe that Mr Charles was unconscious. 

 481. Dr Soar did concede that giving CPR in a situation involving choking “is not a 
straight forward scenario for [a] non-expert resuscitator”. 

 482. The available evidence appears to suggest that, given his belief that Mr Charles 
was breathing, BX47 did not deviate from his training by not administering CPR. 

 483. The recording of BX47 telling Mr Charles “We’re not fussed about the drugs” and 
other comments made by the officer, indicate that he suspected that he may have 
swallowed drugs. 

 484. BX47 did not provide an answer when questioned as to whether he was aware of 
the CoP APP on Detention and Custody. Evidence indicates that BX47 did not 
comply with the CoP APP by failing to immediately call an ambulance which 
would have transported Mr Charles directly to hospital as soon as he suspected 
that he might have swallowed drugs. 

 485. While BX47 stated that he had called his colleagues because he knew them to be 
close by and that one of those colleagues was a trained police medic, he did not 
provide an answer when questioned as to why he had not informed them that he 
was dealing with a medical emergency. 

 486. BX48 stated that she was not aware that there was a medical emergency prior to 
attending Yours Locally. Her statements, BWV and CCTV appear to show that 
she entered the shop without her medic’s vest and equipment and that another 
officer had to return to the carrier to obtain this. 

 487. James Walsh described BX47 as being in control of the situation while Witness 3 
wrote that BX47 was talking to Mr Charles in a calm and controlled manner.  
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 488. This is contradicted by Witness 1 who thought that BX47 was “shocked” and 
“shaken” after Mr Charles was put in handcuffs. He said that BX47 was “sort of 
just sitting there on his knees and… maybe just waiting for assistance.”  

 489. Witness 1 described BX47 as sweating and suffering from the effects of running 
and the struggle on the floor. BX47 could be heard on BWV audio breathing 
heavily during the restraint of Mr Charles on the floor. 

 490. BX47 called the incident a “confusing situation” which presented “…confusing 
circumstances in terms of trying to assess what was happening and how best to 
respond.” 

 491. Mr Graves suggested that BX47 may have frozen when overwhelmed by the 
situation due to the amount of stimuli he faced. Both Mr Graves and Mr Read 
cited the detrimental effects of stress and increased heart rate brought on by 
running and performing restraint. 

 492. Mr Graves indicated that Mr Charles should have been placed in the recovery 
position. Although the position BX47 placed him in on his side was similar to this 
and went some way to allowing the airway to be checked and maintained. It is not 
the recognised position for a casualty suffering from the symptoms displayed by 
Mr Charles. 

 493. Dr Vanezis described how, after Mr Charles had been handcuffed, CCTV showed 
that “Attempts are made to try to keep [Mr Charles’] airways clear.”  

 494. The CCTV and BWV evidence, as well as the reports of Mr Graves, Prof Vanezis 
and Dr Soar, appear to suggest that Mr Charles was unresponsive and either in 
respiratory distress or not breathing. BX47 and Witness 1’s statements and audio 
from BWV indicate that they believed that Mr Charles was breathing and resisting 
efforts to restrain him. Dr Soar suggested that this may have been as a direct 
result of Mr Charles choking (i.e. him clenching his teeth and taking agonal 
breaths), but stated that he did not criticise the officer for not identifying this. 
BX47’s statements and the comments made at the time to other officers suggest 
that he regarded Mr Charles as possibly posing a danger to himself in at the time, 
believing that he may have tried to put his hands to his mouth.  

 495. The evidence suggests that BX47 did not act in accordance with national policy in 
waiting for over a minute to call for an ambulance when he suspected his 
detainee of having swallowed drugs. The BWV evidence from BX47 saying to Mr 
Charles “Come on mate, we wanna look after you. We’re not fussed about the 
drugs” would appear to suggest that the officer’s intention towards Mr Charles 
was to help him. In his statements BX47 described a “confusing situation” and 
stated that the incident presented “…confusing circumstances in terms of trying to 
assess what was happening and how best to respond.” This is supported by 
Witness 1’s account which described the officer as “shaken” and “shocked”. The 
reports of Mr Graves and Mr Read also appear to support this, citing this as a 
reason that BX47’s reasoning and performance may have been impaired during 
the incident. 

 496. Nonetheless, BX47 did not follow recognised first aid protocols and his own ELS 
training (delivering cycles of back blows followed by abdominal thrusts and calling 
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an ambulance after three cycles) when he knew Mr Charles was in distress and 
suspected he might have something in his windpipe. 

 BX48 

 497. Witness 1 believed that BX48 “calmly took hold of the situation” on arrival while 
Witness 3 stated the “medic” definitely “took control”. 

 498. Audio from BWV suggests that BX48 spoke in a measured tone, instructing 
others around her and giving a structured handover to Mr Fisher, the first 
paramedic on the scene. 

 499. There is no record of complaints of discrimination made against BX48 and the 
officer has stated that Mr Charles was not known to her prior to the incident. 

 500. The description of events, which BX48 gave in her second statement of 28 July 
2017, is supported by CCTV and BWV.  

 501. BX48 can be seen and heard on CCTV and BWV: removing the handcuffs; 
moving Mr Charles into the recovery position; manipulating pressure points for 
pain responses; placing a hand on Mr Charles’ bare skin to check for breathing; 
confirming that his chest was rising and falling; asking for and inserting an OP; 
checking his mouth; opening and maintaining his airway; giving rescue breaths 
and directing CPR. 

 502. BWV contradicts BX48’s statement in one significant instance; BX48 recalled that 
CPR commenced when BX47 started chest compressions and that Witness 1 
had panicked and attempted to give breaths, forcing her to tell Witness 1 to wait. 
BWV shows that BX48 instructed Witness 1 to start CPR by giving rescue 
breaths which is followed by BX47 starting chest compressions.  

 503. The BWV appears to show Witness 1 attempted to provide chest compressions 
two minutes after CPR had begun. However, it appears BX48 told Witness 1 to 
stop at this point. 

 504. It should be noted that BX48’s statement was written without having viewed BWV 
and it appears that BX48 may have confused the two events described above. 
This discrepancy in the statement does not appear to be evidentially significant 
because the timing of the start of CPR was described accurately and recorded 
independently by CCTV and BWV. 

 505. BX48 recorded that Mr Charles’ mouth and throat were clear when the OP was 
inserted. Paramedic Mr Fisher confirms that he could not see any obstructions 
when he first took over from BX48. 

 506. Dr Soar’s report gave the opinion that both BX48 and Mr Fisher were mistaken in 
their belief that there was nothing in the back of Mr Charles’ throat. 

 507. Martin Graves’ report assessed BX48 performance and recognised that BX48 
had placed Mr Charles in the correct position for a casualty who was breathing 
but unresponsive, conducted AVPU checks correctly and checked for breathing 
for the appropriate length of time. 
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 508. The report gave the opinion that BX48 performed appropriately for a police medic 
with an advanced level of training. 

 509. Mr Graves raised one concern, that approximately two minutes elapsed between 
when BX48 may have identified that Mr Charles was breathing but in difficulty 
and the first rescue breaths administered. He acknowledged that this was due to 
BX48 having to wait until the breathing mask was prepared but still identified it as 
an issue. 

 510. Prof Vanezis also noted: “It appears from video evidence, that [handcuffs] were 
applied at a time when [Mr Charles] was becoming, or in fact was, already not 
breathing and was limp…” He concluded in his report that “resuscitation was 
delayed for about five minutes. During such a period of time, if he was in cardiac 
arrest then hypoxic brain damage would have been very likely. Had there been 
CPR started much earlier then, there may have had [sic] a better chance of 
survival.” 

 511. BWV and witness statements showed that both BX47 and Witness 1 believed 
that Mr Charles was breathing after he was placed in handcuffs. They both told 
BX48 that he was breathing on her arrival at the scene. 

 512. BX48’s statement recorded that she classified Mr Charles as breathing but 
unresponsive until after the OP was inserted. BX48 described checking breathing 
again after insertion of the OP and found the breathing to have deteriorated. 

 513. BWV showed insertion of the OP occurred at 1.51.37am followed by BX48 
applying hand palms to Mr Charles’ chest. Witness 1 was also seen feeling the 
chest and BX48 asked him if he could feel the chest rising at 1.51.57am. The first 
rescue breath was given at 1.52.21am. 

 514. The evidence suggests BX48 had significant doubts about Mr Charles’ breathing 
at 1.51.57am, and that breaths were then given 24 seconds later. Even if the 
insertion of the OP was considered the point where BX48 established that there 
was a problem, this leaves a gap of only 44 seconds until rescue breaths and 
resuscitation were administered. 

 515. Dr Soar was “…not critical of BX48 as identifying the moment of cardiac arrest 
occurs is difficult for laypeople and healthcare staff who are not regularly involved 
in resuscitation. Abnormal gasping breathing can occur at the time of cardiac 
arrest in about a third of cases and this is frequently mistaken for normal 
breathing – it is usually short-lived (less than a minute) but can last for a few 
minutes. In addition, only experienced rescuers (such as trained paramedics) can 
do reliable pulse checks.” He added “BX48 does not mention if she ever felt for a 
pulse and there is no clear evidence she did so – it would be reasonable for her 
not to do so in my opinion given the lack of reliability of pulse checks when done 
by non-resuscitation experts.” 

 516. Dr Soar stated that CPR should be performed when a choking person is 
unresponsive. MPS ELS training advises that CPR should commence when 
officers are “aware that [the casualty is] unresponsive and not breathing”. 
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 517. It should be noted that Dr Soar identified this as “not a straight forward scenario 
for [a] non-expert resuscitator” and he also added that “I would include BX48 as 
being a non-expert”. 

 518. The evidence suggests BX48 acted in line with national guidance, MPS policies 
and training when assisting Mr Charles. Despite appearing to have been 
mistaken in her assessments, BX48 appears to have acted within her capabilities 
given the circumstances and is not criticised by Dr Soar. There is no indication 
that discrimination played a part in the officer’s interaction with Mr Charles. It also 
appears BX48 managed others effectively when assisting Mr Charles.  

 Death of Mr Charles 

 519. Dr Chapman’s post-mortem concluded that, while he could not “exclude some 
element of direct contribution to cardiac arrest from restraint, it appears more 
likely that Mr Charles had suffered blockage of the upper airway from a 
swallowed package immediately prior to cardiac arrest.”  

 520. Prof Vanezis suggested in his report that “it is possible that the restraint may well 
have made it more difficult for [Mr Charles] to spit out an object by partial 
obstruction of the facial area, whilst he is held facing down onto the ground.” He 
also wrote that the restraint as he observed it on CCTV and BWV would have 
increased the risk of death “Although one cannot say to what extent.” 

 521. Prof Vanezis concluded “In relation to the cause of death, it is difficult to be 
accurate…it is very likely that the cause of death is due to airway obstruction. 
Restraint may also have played a part in the death, particularly with movement 
during the restraint of the packet into a position likely to cause obstruction.”  

 522. There are a number of possibilities highlighted by Prof Vanezis, although it 
appears that he is unable to quantify them.  

 523. Dr Soar was able to give 1.46.25am as the time when Mr Charles was definitely 
unconscious. The evidence suggests that this does not necessarily mean that Mr 
Charles lost consciousness at this point, this may have occurred earlier. 

 524. Dr Soar concluded in his report that “…had an ambulance been summoned at or 
around [1.46.25am] when Mr Charles lost consciousness, and the ambulance 
response time was similar to that which actually occurred, the paramedic would 
have arrived on scene at about [1.48.25am]. If the paramedic then provided 
adequate oxygenation and ventilation before Mr Charles [sic] heart stopped 
[1.51.25am], and in my opinion this would have been the case, on the balance of 
probabilities Mr Charles would have survived, albeit with the possibility of some 
degree of brain damage due to the preceding lack of oxygen to his brain.” 

 525. In relation to his findings regarding calling an ambulance, Dr Soar appears to 
have used the point at which LAS records state that the initial call was received 
from MPS, at 1.51.53am. From this Dr Soar appears to have calculated the 
overall LAS response time as being approximately two minutes given that the 
paramedic Peter Fisher stated he arrived on the scene at 1.52.45am and was 
with Mr Charles from 90 to 120 seconds after this. 
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 526. It should be noted that BWV recorded BX47 making the initial request for an 
ambulance at 1.48.20am.  

 527. The LAS paramedic monitoring police radio transmissions (GD Medic) responded 
38 seconds after BX47’s initial request for LAS assistance. GD Medic informed 
the MPS control room that they were on route and asked that the request be 
forwarded to the LAS control room. MPS then contacted LAS at 1.51.53am. 

 528. Given Mr Fisher’s stated arrival time this would make the earliest that he was with 
Mr Charles 1.54.05am. 

 529. There appears to be a difference of some seconds between LAS timings and 
those shown on BWV and CCTV, with BWV appearing to show Mr Fisher making 
his first physical examination of Mr Charles at 1.53.50am.  

 530. Taking into consideration those discrepancies, the shortest that the ambulance 
response time (from BX47 making the initial request to Mr Fisher making physical 
contact with Mr Charles) can be calculated to is between five minutes and 30 
seconds and five minutes and 45 seconds. 

 531. Using this timing, it would appear that, in order for the paramedic, Mr Fisher, to 
have arrived prior to Mr Charles suffering from cardiac arrest (which Dr Soar 
places at 1.51.25am on the balance of probabilities), BX47 would have had to 
have requested an ambulance no later than 1.45.55am. This appears to be the 
time when BWV showed that BX47 was still restraining Mr Charles on the ground 
(with Mr Charles being handcuffed at 1.46.13am). Dr Soar stated that he did not 
believe it would have been possible for BX47 to identify that Mr Charles was 
choking at this point. 

 532. Dr Soar gave the opinion that BX47 was mistaken in his assessment that Mr 
Charles was breathing after he had been restrained. He did not criticise BX47 for 
making this mistake, in his opinion, stating that such assessments by laypeople 
and even healthcare staff can be unreliable. 

 533. Dr Soar described allowing a choking person to sit up as being “part of current 
guidelines for choking”. This appears to be supported by the FFLM guidance 
which states “…if at all possible, the individual should not be handcuffed or 
otherwise restrained, in order that he/she can try to retrieve the object on his/her 
own in an unrestricted fashion.” This guidance did not form part of the training 
received by BX47 prior to 22 July 2017. 

 534. Dr Soar concluded in his report that Mr Charles would have survived, on the 
balance of probabilities, if Mr Charles had been allowed to sit up and cough or 
had back blows and abdominal thrusts (the latter being measures that were set 
out in BX47’s ELS training) had been administered prior to losing consciousness. 

 535. Dr Soar also stated, “Based on the video evidence I have reviewed I do not think 
that BX47 was in a position to diagnose Mr Charles was choking at the time 
([1.44.25/1.45.25am]) when these intervention [sic] were feasible as he was trying 
to restrain Mr Charles from behind. The restraint on the ground also diminished 
Mr Charles [sic] ability to sit up and cough out the package.” 
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 536. CCTV and BWV evidence appeared to suggest that BX47 handcuffed Mr Charles 
12 seconds before the point that Dr Soar was able to identify that Mr Charles was 
definitely unconscious. Immediately after Mr Charles was handcuffed he was 
turned on his side, seven seconds before he had lost consciousness.  

 537. The first time that BX47 was shown on BWV giving Mr Charles the instruction to 
breathe was one second prior to the point at which Dr Soar identified, beyond 
reasonable doubt, that Mr Charles was unconscious.  

 538. CCTV and BWV appeared to show that BX47 administered abdominal thrusts, 
though not the full cycles of back blows and abdominal thrusts taught in his 
training), 11 seconds after the point that Dr Soar confirmed that Mr Charles had 
definitely lost consciousness. 

 539. Evidence suggests that the period available to BX47 (i.e. before Mr Charles was 
definitely unconscious) in which to make an assessment that Mr Charles was 
choking and then administer back blows and abdominal thrusts was 12 seconds.  

 

> Next steps 

 
540. The decision maker is now required to set out their views about the investigation 

outcomes. The decision maker will record these on a separate opinion document. 

 
541. The decision maker will also decide whether any organisational learning has 

been identified that should be shared with the organisation in question. 

 

> Criminal offences 

 
542. On 22 December 2017 the IOPC sent a file to the CPS for them to consider a 

possible charge of Common Assault, contrary to section 39 Criminal Justice Act 
1988, in relation to BX47’s initial use of force on Mr Charles, and his continued 
use of force in that he had kept him handcuffed when he had been in respiratory 
distress. On 19 January 2018 the CPS announced that they had determined that 
there should not be a prosecution because there was insufficient evidence for a 
realistic prospect of a conviction in accordance with the Code for Crown 
Prosecutors. 

 
543. The criminal offences set out above at paragraphs 87 to 94 where kept under 

consideration throughout the investigation. 

 
544. The decision was taken that further criminal offences relating to the death of Mr 

Charles would not be considered until post-mortem reports had been produced. 
Such offences could only be properly considered once a cause of death had been 
established.  

 
545. A decision was also made by the Lead Investigator that offences linked to Mr 

Charles’ death could only be properly considered once expert opinion had been 
received in relation to survivability and the first aid administered by officers. 
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Without the report of a survivability expert it would not have been possible to 
establish whether Mr Charles’ chances of survival were affected by any actions or 
omissions on the part of officers. Likewise, offences could only be considered on 
the basis of whether officers had given first aid in line with their training. 

 
546. In light of the evidence which has been gathered and summarised above, the 

Lead Investigator did not form the view that there was an indication that any other 
criminal offences may have been committed. Therefore BX47 was not 
interviewed under criminal caution in relation to any other offences. I set out a 
summary of the reasons for this below. 

 

> Unlawful act manslaughter 

 
547. As set out above, the investigation did not consider this offence until the reports 

in relation to cause of death and survivablility had been obtained. Reports in 
relation to the probable cause of Mr Charles’ death were produced by Dr 
Chapman and Prof Vanezis on 20 December 2017 and 15 May 2018 
respectively. Dr Soar produced his report on 17 May 2018.  

 
548. Dr Chapman found the probable cause of Mr Charles’ death to be cardiac arrest 

caused by upper airway obstruction and stated that he could not rule out restraint 
as a contribution to the cause of death. 

 
549. Prof Vanezis found the probable cause of death to be upper airway obstruction by 

foreign body during a period of restraint. He commented that the restraint and 
subsequent care given may have contributed to the death. 

 

 
550. In light of the above it is not possible to establish to the criminal standard that the 

acts of BX47 resulted in the death of Mr Charles. 

 551. The CPS decision that there was insufficient evidence to charge BX47 with 
common assault also led the Lead Investigator to infer that there was insufficient 
evidence to prove to the criminal standard that the force used by BX47 was 
unlawful. 

 
552. On this basis the Lead Investigator did not consider that there was sufficient 

evidence to indicate that the offence of unlawful act manslaughter may have been 
committed. 

 

> Gross negligence manslaughter 

 
553. Dr Chapman has given the probable cause of Mr Charles’ death as cardiac arrest 

caused by upper airway obstruction and states that he cannot rule out a 
contribution to the cause of death from restraint. 

 
554. Prof Vanezis gives cause of death as upper airway obstruction by foreign body 

during a period of restraint. He commented that the restraint and subsequent care 
given may have contributed to the death. 
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555. Mr Graves’ report indicates that BX47 may have breached this duty of care in not 

following standard first aid protocols and by the fact that there was a delay in 
calling for an ambulance. 

 
556. Dr Soar’s report reaches conclusions about the possibility of Mr Charles surviving 

the incident if BX47 had followed his first aid training and had called an 
ambulance earlier. Dr Soar makes it clear that these conclusions can only be 
reached on the balance of probabilities and would therefore not reach the higher 
standard of proof needed to prove this criminal offence. 

 
557. In light of the above it is not possible to establish to the requisite standard that 

any of the potential breaches in the officer’s duty of care caused or significantly 
contributed to Mr Charles’ death. 

 558. On this basis the Lead Investigator did not consider that there was sufficient 
evidence to indicate that the offence of gross negligence manslaughter may have 
been committed. 

 

> Misconduct in public office 

 
559. The Lead Investigator considered all the circumstances including witness 

evidence and, most importantly, the BWV which tend to suggest that BX47 was 
genuinely attempting to help Mr Charles, whether or not this assistance was in 
line with training, policy or guidance. 

 
560. On this basis the Lead Investigator formed the view that there was insufficient 

evidence that BX47 wilfully neglected to perform his duties or wilfully 
misconducted himself to give rise to an indication of the offence of misconduct in 
public office. 

 

> Health and Safety Act 1974  

 
561. BX47’s duty in the case of Section 7 was to take reasonable care (within the 

scope of his direct responsibility) for the health and safety of himself and others 
who may be affected by his acts or omissions at work. 

 
562. In light of the expert evidence, summarised above, any possible actions and 

omissions of BX47 cannot be shown to have caused harm to Mr Charles to the 
criminal standard of proof. 

 
563. The CPS decision that there was insufficient evidence to charge BX47 with 

common assault, supports the view that there is insufficient evidence to prove to 
the criminal standard that he used unlawful force. 

 
564. The evidence suggests that BX47 was attempting to provide assistance to Mr 

Charles once he had been handcuffed. 
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565. On this basis the investigator considered that there was insufficient evidence to 

provide an indication that the Section 7 offence may have been committed. 

 
566. On receipt of my report, the decision maker must decide if there is an indication 

that a criminal offence may have been committed by any person to whose 
conduct the investigation related. 

 
567. If they decide that there is such an indication, they must decide whether it is 

appropriate to refer the matter to the CPS. 
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> Appendix 1: The role of the IOPC 

The IOPC carries out its own independent investigations into complaints and 

incidents involving the police, HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC), the National 

Crime Agency (NCA) and Home Office immigration and enforcement staff. 

We are completely independent of the police and the government. All cases are 

overseen by the Director General (DG), who has the power to delegate their 

decisions to other members of staff in the organisation. These individuals are 

referred to as DG delegates, or decision makers, and they provide strategic direction 

and scrutinise the investigation.  

> The investigation 

At the outset of an investigation, a lead investigator will be appointed, who will be 

responsible for the day-to-day running of the investigation on behalf of the DG. This 

may involve taking witness statements, interviewing subjects to the investigation, 

analysing CCTV footage, reviewing documents, obtaining forensic and other expert 

evidence, as well as liaison with the coroner, the CPS and other agencies. 

They are supported by a team, including other investigators, lawyers, press officers 

and other specialist staff. 

Throughout the investigation, meaningful updates are provided to interested persons 

and may be provided to other stakeholders at regular intervals. Each investigation 

also passes through a series of reviews and quality checks. 

The IOPC investigator often makes early contact with the CPS and is sometimes 

provided with investigative advice during the course of the investigation. However, 

any such advice will usually be considered to be confidential. 

> Investigation reports 

Once the investigator has gathered the evidence, they must prepare a report. The 

report must summarise and analyse the evidence, and refer to or attach any relevant 

documents.   

The report must then be given to the decision maker, who will decide if a criminal 

offence may have been committed by any person to whose conduct the investigation 

related, and whether it is appropriate to refer the case to the CPS for a charging 

decision.  

The decision maker will also reach an opinion about whether any person to whose 

conduct the investigation related has a case to answer for misconduct or gross 

misconduct, or no case to answer, or whether any such person’s performance was 
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unsatisfactory. The decision maker will also decide whether to make individual or 

wider learning recommendations for the police.  

> Misconduct proceedings 

The report and decision maker’s opinion must be given to the appropriate authority 

(normally the police force) responsible for the individuals to whose conduct the 

investigation related. The appropriate authority must then inform the decision maker 

whether any person to whose conduct the investigation related has a case to answer 

for misconduct or gross misconduct, or no case to answer, or whether any such 

person’s performance was unsatisfactory, and what action they propose to take, if 

any. The decision maker must consider whether the appropriate authority’s response 

is appropriate, and has powers to recommend or ultimately direct it to bring 

misconduct proceedings or unsatisfactory performance procedures (UPP). 

Unsatisfactory performance will be dealt with through the police force’s UPP. UPP is 

generally handled by the person’s line manager and is intended to improve the 

performance of both the individual and police force. 

> Criminal proceedings 

If there is an indication that a criminal offence may have been committed by any 

person to whose conduct the investigation related, the IOPC may refer that person 

to the CPS. The CPS will then decide whether to bring a prosecution against any 

person. If they decide to prosecute, and there is a not guilty plea, there may be a 

trial. Relevant witnesses identified during our investigation may be asked to attend 

the court. The criminal proceedings will determine whether the defendant is guilty 

beyond reasonable doubt. 

> Inquests  

Following investigations into deaths, the IOPC’s investigation report and supporting 

documents are usually provided to the coroner. The coroner may then hold an 

inquest, either alone or with a jury. This hearing is unlike a trial. It is a fact-finding 

forum and will not determine criminal or civil liability. A coroner might ask a selection 

of witnesses to give evidence at the inquest. At the end of the inquest, the coroner 

and/or jury will decide how they think the death occurred based on the evidence they 

have heard and seen. 

> Publishing the report 

After all criminal proceedings relating to the investigation have concluded, and at a 

time when the IOPC is satisfied that any other misconduct or inquest proceedings 
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will not be prejudiced by publication, the IOPC may publish its investigation report, or 

a summary of this.  

Redactions might be made to the report at this stage to ensure, for example, that 

individuals’ personal data is sufficiently protected. 
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> Appendix 2: Terms of reference 

  

Terms of Reference 

 

Investigation into the death of Rashan Charles following interaction with 

police 

 

Investigation Name: Rashan Charles 

Investigation Type: Independent 

Appropriate Authority: Metropolitan Police Service 

IPCC Reference: 2017/089454 

Commissioner: Cindy Butts 

Lead Investigator: Tom Shield 

Target Range: 3 - 6 months 

 

Summary of events 

This summary is presented on the basis of information presently available to the IPCC. 

The veracity and accuracy of that information will be considered as part of the investigation 

and will be subject to review. 

At approximately 1.46am on Saturday 22 July 2017, a Territorial Support Group carrier 

from the Metropolitan Police Service attempted to stop a vehicle in Dalston. Rashan 

Charles exited the vehicle and was followed by a single officer on foot on Kingsland Road. 

 

Mr Charles went into a local shop and was followed in to the shop by the officer. Mr 

Charles was restrained by the officer with assistance from a member of the public. He was 

handcuffed.  

 

During the interaction with the officer it became apparent that Mr Charles had an object in 

his mouth or throat. His condition deteriorated, and the officer called for a police medic 

who provided assistance prior to the arrival of paramedics.  
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Mr Charles was taken to Royal London Hospital where he was pronounced dead at 

2:55am. 

 

Terms of Reference 

1.  To investigate; 

a) The circumstances surrounding the decision to initially stop the vehicle 

and the subsequent following of Mr Charles on his exit from that vehicle. 

b) The interaction between the police officer and others with Mr Charles 

prior to the arrival of the police medic. 

c) The circumstances surrounding care afforded to Mr Charles prior to the 

arrival of paramedics. 

d) Whether officers complied with all relevant policies and procedures. 

e) Whether the actions of the officers was motivated by the ethnicity of Mr 

Charles. 

2.  To seek to answer questions that the family of Mr Charles may have in relation 

to his death. 

3.  To assist in fulfilling the state’s investigative obligation arising under the 

European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) by ensuring as far as possible 

that the investigation is independent, effective, open and prompt, and that the 

full facts are brought to light and any lessons are learned. 

4.  Further to paragraph 21A of Schedule 3 of the Police Reform Act 2002, to 

assess during the investigation whether there is an indication that any person 

serving with the police may have committed a criminal offence or behaved in a 

manner justifying the bringing of disciplinary proceedings (i.e. whether there 

are any indications of ‘conduct matters’) and if so, follow the paragraph 21A 

procedure and make appropriate amendments to the terms of reference of the 

investigation. 

5.  To consider and report on whether there may be organisational learning, 

including: 

 whether any change in policy or practice would help to prevent a 
recurrence of the event, incident or conduct investigated; 

 whether the incident highlights any good practice that should be 
shared. 
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The commissioner currently responsible for oversight of this investigation is Cindy 

Butts.  The commissioner has approved these terms of reference. At the end of the 

investigation they will decide whether they agree with the appropriate authority’s 

proposals in response to the report. During the investigation they may choose to 

delegate their role to another member of staff if appropriate. 

 

These amended terms of reference were approved on 13 September 2017. 

 


